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Foreword

_____________

by Keith Williams
Former Head of Plays, BBC Television Drama
If the number of plays being written is any guide, the British literary
dramatic tradition has never been stronger than at the present time.
BBC Television and Radio alone deal with thousands of drama scripts
each year.
The establishment of cinema followed by radio and television plays
in their own right has not only made drama more accessible to the
public, it has broadened the base of the play as a form of communication
of ideas and experience. For drama is drama whatever the medium.
This book is an expansion of a set of notes on play construction
Stuart Griffiths originally wrote for writers when he joined BBC
Television. For many years he was the senior Script Editor of classic plays,
the television equivalent of a theatre Dramaturg or Literary Manager.
He has also been much involved in advising and guiding writers.
Peggy Ramsay, for decades the leading British play agent, read his set
of notes in their pamphlet form, was enthusiastic about them, and was
instrumental in bringing about the book’s publication by Heinemann
Educational Books. Since then the book has been steadily in demand in
Britain, the U.S.A., and other countries around the world.
The question is frequently asked - ‘What exactly is meant by play
construction?’ There can be no simple answer any more than there can
be immutable rules in any art form. It embraces those fundamental
principles of the writer’s craft which have been established through
practice across the centuries.
Rigidity in applying the principles would, of course, inhibit imaginative innovation. The purpose of this book however is quite simply to
examine and describe the fundamental elements of a craft without a
knowledge of which any writer is surely at a disadvantage. It is also
intended for the general reader who wishes to know more about the
inner workings of drama.

* * *
8
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Introduction

_________________

It was . . . an excellent play, well digested in the scenes, set down with as
much modesty as cunning.
The word ‘playwright’ is accurate for anyone who practises play making.
He is a maker of plays as a shipwright is a builder of ships. The construction of a play is a difficult and specialized craft, but it can be learnt.
Craft alone does not, of course, equip someone to write good plays any more than an architect or a carpenter who has completed his
training or apprenticeship can thereupon build a Wren church or make
a Sheraton chair.
No one can teach an aspiring playwright how to create living,
breathing characters, who deeply engage an audience’s sympathies. No
one can teach him to write vital dialogue charged with tension and
humour. But, if he has the talent, knowing early how a play is constructed can save him years of trial and error. It can accelerate his
growth as a writer, enable him to find his voice much sooner. It can
save many a budding talent from extinction through discouragement.
(For ‘he’, referring to a playwright in general terms, read ‘he or she’
throughout the book.)
Baker’s course
Courses on play writing are increasing in Britain; but they are
more common in America, where they have a long tradition. One in
particular had a distinguished record of successes.
Early in the twentieth century in America, Eugene O’Neill, and
several other students who subsequently won acclaim on Broadway,
attended Professor George Pierce Baker’s two year play writing course
at Harvard. Their debt to him was considerable. Baker did not create
O’Neill’s genius, but he nurtured it, guided it, accelerated its development. His other students included Sidney Howard, Robert Sherwood,
Philip Barry and S. N. Behrman. Baker’s lectures have been published
under the title Dramatic Technique. They are worth careful study.
R. C. Sherriff pays tribute in his autobiography to William Archer’s
Play-Making, the other central treatise on the craft of play construction.
Sherriff had a rich store of experience and creative emotion to realize
in dramatic form. The book was clearly important in shaping it
9
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effectively and bringing his famous war play Journey’s End into being.
Noël Coward acknowledged his debt to Somerset Maugham who
urged the vital importance of good construction in comedy. Apart from
their other qualities, Coward’s best comedies, Hay Fever, Private
Lives, Blithe Spirit, are brilliantly constructed. He could ‘write dialogue
by the yard’, but his whole approach to play writing was that no amount
of marvellous interior decorating would avail if the foundations of the
house were no good.
Well-made plays
Coward, Sherriff and Maugham were, of course, masters of the ‘wellmade play’. This has become a pejorative term, mainly associated with
the highly artificial 19th century product. But the truly well made play
is so enthralling, audiences are never aware how well constructed it is.
The internal mechanism does not show. They cannot see the wheels
going round. No one describes Beckett’s All That Fall or Pinter’s The
Homecoming as ‘well-made plays’ in the accepted sense. But they are,
in fact, supremely well made.
Holding attention
A playwright’s first duty is to keep his audiences awake: to hook,
retain, and intensify their interest. Unless he holds their attention, the
play fails. In fact, play construction is simply a body of knowledge
gathered over the centuries from the observation of audience reaction.
All plays which survive from any period, and outlast fashion, fall
back on first principles. These basic principles apply to any form of
drama - theatre, cinema, television, radio. They often exist in other
literary and artistic forms, which is why examples from novels have been
included in this book.
Long tradition
What appears new will on closer inspection be revealed as part of a
familiar dramatic tradition. The cinema for example has influenced
modern playwrights with its swift movement, loose episodic structure,
sudden cuts, compression and economy. But the Shakespearean
structure is also cinematic. The same applies to the works of Brecht,
and Georg Büchner’s Woyzeck. These have had a considerable impact
on English playwrights today, such as Edward Bond, John Arden,
David Hare and Howard Brenton.
Woyzeck
Woyzeck, a play written in 1836, which had an important influence on
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Brecht, is structurally like the script of a new play, film or television
drama of today. Of his own mentors, Büchner wrote that two authors
mattered: Shakespeare and (occasionally) Goethe. ‘The rest you can
throw on the fire.’
The work of leading American dramatists is rooted in dramatic
tradition. The influence of Ibsen on the plays of Arthur Miller is profound. Tennessee Williams was strongly influenced by Strindberg and
Chekhov, as is Edward Albee by Strindberg and Eliot. Eugene O’Neill
was dominated by the Greeks. These influences are not just of themes
or ideas: they are structural.
Originality
The most ‘original’ playwrights will often admit later their indebtedness
to models who have been around a very long time. Shaw, who astonished
his early audiences, later acknowledged that his work owed a great deal
to Sophocles, Aristophanes, Molière and Shakespeare.
This book is about the first principles of drama. It is primarily
intended to help new writers, but it is hoped it will also be useful to the
general reader who wishes to understand more about the technique of
play writing.
A good starting point is to ask what sinks a play. The most common
charges levelled by an audience against a bad play are that it is slow,
boring, or implausible. This corresponds to the absence of the three
essential elements in drama: action; tension; characters that live.
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Action

_________

Action is drama’s most mysterious element. Formidable thinkers on
the subject throughout history concur that it is also the most important.
Indeed, drama is action. The word itself is derived from the ancient
Greek word ‘to do’. Lessing rightly said that all practitioners of the art
and all critics must return to the plumb-line of Aristotle’s writings on
the drama. Those utterances are oracular, and appropriately cryptic
at times. Aristotle defined tragedy as ‘an imitation of the Action’, and
left it to posterity to work out exactly what he meant.
One interpretation could be that the process of a drama, the whole
curve of its action, should parallel some fundamental rhythm or movement of nature. The action of a good play has often been compared to a
wave making towards the sea shore: small at first, swelling higher and
higher, with a steady rising and falling movement, at its highest peak
breaking and crashing on the shore, then the sudden final falling away.
Breathing; a beating heart; the cycle of the seasons; of a human life;
the course of a single day; the act of coitus: they are all valid comparisons. In another art form, the process can be realized in a great
symphony.
First thoughts
The action of a good play may be sensed by its author before he has even
begun to think in terms of plot detail, characters or dialogue. He may
have a vague yet insistent general idea of what he wants the play to be,
and its action grows from that.
The rising action, the climactic action, combined possibly with a
reversal, where the action veers round to its opposite, then the falling
action and resolution, will be mapped out before a word of a play is
written. In fact, the actual writing is a minor part of the work for many
dramatists. It is done very rapidly. The play may have been gestating
for months or even years beforehand. In different ways Ibsen, Noël
Coward, Arthur Miller, John Osborne, Harold Pinter, Tom Stoppard
and Alan Ayckbourn have all testified to this creative phenomenon.
Similar experiences are to be found in other artistic areas. Chesterton
wrote of Dickens’s first masterpiece: ‘A man knows the style of the book
12
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he wants to write when he knows nothing else about it. The idea of
light existed when there was not a single solitary star. Pickwick is the
mere mass of light before the creation of the sun or moon.’
Change: Othello
When one talks of a play’s ‘action’, it is not physical action. That is only
part of the process. Action must never be confused with mere activity
or bustle. A drama can have a great action which carries an audience
with it from beginning to end with hardly one burst of physical violence.
It is emotional and mental action that counts.
The long temptation scene in Othello (Act III, Scene 3) consists
mainly of two men talking together. The physical action is minimal. Yet
the mental stress and emotional violence of the scene are tremendous.
Before our eyes we see a terrible change taking place. As we watch,
Othello gradually changes, through Iago’s poison, from a state of calm
noble stability into one of mad, uncontrollable fury and jealousy. The
Moor changes, as it were, from black to green to red.
If that scene had been left out, and Desdemona simply reported to
Emilia that her husband had undergone an awful transformation, the
audience would have felt cheated. They actually want to see the
transformation taking place.
Opposed forces
Equally important for dramatic action is the opposition of evenlymatched forces. If one force has its way too easily from start to finish
the audience will lose interest. If it is met by an opposition worthy of it,
the contending forces strain against each other, sway this way or that
according to whichever has the advantage; there is stress, tension,
struggle, a seesaw of fortunes, until the issue is resolved. It may be
a conflict of individual wills, of ideas, of moral choices, of a man’s
purpose with some obstruction or flaw in his own nature. Eric Bentley,
the American theatre scholar, has compared a dramatist to a perverse
traffic policeman. Instead of keeping the traffic from hitting each other,
he beckons and guides them into collision.
Goals and obstacles
The need for ‘conflict’ in drama can be misunderstood. It is generally
better for the dramatist to concentrate on the idea of a man striving to
achieve a goal, and meeting resistance from an obstacle or succession of
obstacles. The goal may change of course. (Coriolanus first intends to
rule Rome, then destroy it.) But it is hard to think of any great play
where the principle does not apply. The obstructed will is the closest
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one can get to a universal dramatic theme.
The obstruction need not be external, e.g. a villain. Hamlet, Coriolanus and Macbeth are examples of a protagonist whose purpose is
frustrated and finally doomed by obstacles within his own nature.
Furthermore, the Shakespearean action is often marked by a striking reversal after the half-way point, e.g. in Julius Caesar, Macbeth,
Coriolanus, where the rising movement, carrying the fortunes of the
protagonist, is met by a counter-movement, which has nonetheless
been built into the ground plan of the action from the start, and which
ultimately prevails. This reversal, or revolution, provides the dynamic
for the second half of the play.
The play’s driver
In many plays the central character striving for his objective is the one
who guns the action forward. But this is not always the case, and someone must be there to do it. There is a toy called Action Man, and in a
sense every good play has its action man. At each stage, a play needs a
driver, a galvanizer, an activator, a doer, a powerful will, someone who
makes things happen. This may be the hero or villain, male or female,
(Henry V, Richard III, Lady Macbeth), a supremely competent
operator (Mr Voysey in Granville Barker’s The Voysey Inheritance),
or a perpetrator of comic disasters (Norman in Ayckbourn’s The
Norman Conquests o r , in films, M. Hulot or Harpo Marx).
The King is the initial driver of Hamlet and he starts the play long
before curtain rise by killing his brother and marrying Gertrude.
Goneril and Edmund are the drivers of King Lear as well as the King
himself. Voysey Senior drives the first part of The Voysey Inheritance,
then his son Edward takes over (see p.16). These are not passive
characters: they thrust the play onwards. They have objectives, and
combat resistance. If the play is in danger of running out of steam a new
driver can always be introduced. Powerful and colourful characters
can be saved for the last act; Shaw does this with General Burgoyne in
The Devil’s Disciple, and Bohun QC in You Never Can Tell.
The process
Walter Kerr, the writer and Broadway theatre critic, has summed up
the process of a dramatic action: ‘There is a beginning stage in any
change: a stage at which motivating pressures are beginning to clamour
for a response. There is a middle stage: a stage at which the response is
given and the inevitable conflict joined. There is an end stage: a stage
at which the contest between pressure and response has resulted in a
different relationship between these two things, a new state of affairs,
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a changed state of affairs. All that is asked of the dramatist is that
he show the beginnings of some one particular change, that he trace
it through its natural turmoil, and that he bring the contending forces
into a different - though not necessarily a perfect - balance. Things
were one way; now they are another; we have seen them move.’
Examples
Julius Caesar
The pressure clamouring for a response in Julius Caesar is Caesar’s
growing dictatorial power. Sedition is rife, embodied in the fiery
Cassius (the driving force), who must first persuade the respected
moderate Brutus to lead a conspiracy. This is not so easy - the two wills
are matched in strength. Cassius’ passion, and the fear that Caesar will
shortly be crowned king, eventually sway Brutus, and others. The
conspiracy swiftly gathers momentum, its objective Caesar’s murder.
The play rises to its formal climax - the assassination - and surpasses
that with a great reversal, when Antony’s oratory turns the tables on
the conspirators, and starts the counter-movement of the tragedy which
will finally destroy them.
Coriolanus
Coriolanus is the patrician hero of Rome whose objective, in the long
central section of the drama, is to become Consul - but not at the cost to
his ferocious pride (the internal obstacle) of abasing himself before the
plebeian electors. Although he will not show them his battle wounds,
the puzzled plebeians consent to his election; but the Tribunes (driving
the action forward) persuade them to revoke their decision. Coriolanus
(his own fatal enemy) blazes up in rage at the Tribunes. The people
turn against him and there is a riot. The rising fortunes of Coriolanus
thus take a sudden downswing on collision with an opposing force.
His strong mother Volumnia cools his passion and urges policy (one
mind swayed by another). For the moment, Coriolanus changes. He
returns to the Forum, prepared to be more conciliatory. But the
Tribunes (pitching the action forward) accuse him of being a tyrant and
traitor. At this, all restraint flies from him, and the play soars to its
climax. In a towering fury, Coriolanus curses the Tribunes and the
people. On the instant they banish him from Rome. He turns his back
on the city with terrible finality. It is a majestic reversal, a ‘peripeteia’,
soon after the half-way mark, where the drama does a 180 degree
about-turn.
Much is still to come - Coriolanus joins forces with the Volscians, his
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former enemies, and marches on Rome. But in this central span of the
tragedy there is turbulent movement, great passion, the collision of
mighty opposites, and an incessant, drastic alternation of fortunes. It
is a splendid dramatic action.
Galileo
In Brecht’s Life of Galileo, free rational thought challenges authority
and dogmatism. Galileo strives to propagate scientific truth, but is
opposed by the Catholic Church which denounces his beliefs as heretical.
When Galileo persists in disseminating the new Copernican system,
proving that the earth is not the centre of the universe, the Church gets
tougher: he is summoned before the Inquisition. Eventually he is
forced unheroically to recant. (The internal obstacle is his sensual
nature and love of comfort.) But the play shows he does not betray
science completely.
The Voysey Inheritance
In Harley Granville Barker’s play The Voysey Inheritance, the head of a
noted firm of solicitors shocks his son Edward, the junior partner, when
he calmly tells him that he has been swindling his clients for years and
has got away with it. He did not begin this: he inherited the corrupt
practice from his father before him. Necessity, but also a buccaneering
spirit have motivated him. In due course Voysey Senior dies, and
Edward is left in an appalling dilemma. Most of his family are stunned
when he tells them. They favour the path of expediency but really leave
the decisions to him. Edward embarks on the laborious and highly risky
course of attempting to put right the crooked finances of the firm,
living constantly under the threat of discovery and imprisonment.
Events in the latter half of the play show how dangerous this course is.
Edward thus comes to terms with his inheritance, and the process
involves a fundamental dramatic action. Granville Barker depicts a
man’s struggle with his destiny, his resolve to strive with an almost
intolerable burden and overcome severe obstacles, internal and external.
Edward changes moreover, with the stress and responsibility, from
something of a prig and a weakling in the first act, when his first impulse
is to confess or leave the firm, to a grown man, worldly yet moral,
dealing his own sense of right and wrong at the play’s end. He travels a
formidable journey. The play of course has other remarkable qualities
and splendid characters, men and women, but this is its central action.
Causation

E. M. Forster said that a story depends only on time. ‘The King died,
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and then the Queen died’ is a mere succession of events in time. A plot
depends on causation. ‘The King died, and then the Queen died of grief ’
is a plot. The principle of causality is essential to drama. It must not be
an unrelated succession of incidents or episodes. It may appear so at
the beginning - particularly in a fast moving, sharply edited film, or a
radio or television drama which moves rapidly between past and present,
and from one locale to another. The audience does not knit together
the disparate events, the shifts in space and time, until later. But that
is simply the delayed emergence of causality.
The action of a good play always points forward. It has a logical
chain of cause and effect, with one scene leading on to another, in a
sequence which has an organic growth, and which, once the audience’s
sympathies and passions are engaged, will carry them along in a strong
current to the conclusion.
Action and character become indistinguishable. Things happen
because a man is what he is and, as the play advances, its events change
him. ‘Character is destiny’. The drama moves by its own inner necessity.
It is driven finally by its own internal logic.
King Lear
The first scene of King Lear rolls aside a boulder which has been holding
back an avalanche for many years. It starts a process which will not
stop until the last line of the tragedy is reached. Lear divides his kingdom.
He disinherits his youngest daughter Cordelia because she refuses to
make an excessive public declaration of love for him, and banishes the
Earl of Kent because he defends her. Given their characters, a clash
between Lear and his two eldest daughters, Goneril and Regan, is now
inevitable, and it grows logically. Lear would continue to think he
could play the King and not restrain the hundred arrogant knights who
attend on him. The fatal quarrel’s inception is when Goneril tells her
servants to treat Lear with less respect. When this occurs, his rage
begins to mount.
Crucial stages intensifying the action are Goneril’s dismissal of half
her father’s knights; and, when he turns to Regan, the placing of his
messenger (the disguised Kent) in the stocks. At its height, Lear is
beset by his two daughters, both competing to reduce the number of
his knights. When Regan finally says ‘What need one?’, Lear cracks.
Since he cannot now banish them, he banishes himself - into the storm.
Madness and beggary follow as a natural consequence. But from this
ultimate reduction - absolute monarch to less than a beast (‘a dog’s
obeyed in office’) - springs self-knowledge, compassion and forgiveness.
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Danton’s Death
Here are some key scenes from Büchner’s Danton’s Death (1835),
probably the greatest play about revolution ever written.
Danton, the mighty but disillusioned hero of the French Revolution,
disports with prostitutes in a Paris brothel.
Danton clashes with Robespierre, the high priest of the revolution
and architect (with Saint-Just) of the reign of Terror. Danton’s guilt
over the September Massacres, for which he was responsible two years
earlier, makes him recoil vehemently from a worse blood-bath; and his
lustful nature is repelled by Robespierre’s frigid puritanism. Robespierre in turn hates him and determines to eliminate him.
Danton tells his fiery young disciples he is sickened by the revolution
and bored with life. He rejects their exhortations to take up the torch of
leadership again. He ignores warnings that the Terror needs a redundant
hero, ‘one heavy head’. Trusting in his legend, he refuses to escape.
Danton has a terrible nightmare about the September Massacres the
night before he is arrested.
These and other scenes clearly set down the milestones to Danton’s
execution. He fights back heroically at his trial, but fails to save himself.
He goes to the guillotine because of what he has done and what he is.
Dramatic action and the historical process
In performance, Danton’s Death benefits from some cutting and reshaping. I adapted the play with its director Alan Clarke for BBC
Television in 1978. In particular we reduced the metaphysical discussion, fascinating though it is, because it tends towards repetition and
impedes forward movement. But the principle of causation nonetheless
operates with great force. For Büchner, while telling the story of one
colourful figure, is making a profound philosophical statement about
the historical process.
The high point is Saint-Just’s terrifying speech to the Convention,
which uncannily foreshadows Stalin and Hitler in its cold assertion
that the slaughter of tens of thousands is necessary for the creation of
a New Order, a rebirth for mankind. He is given an ovation, but his
triumph is short-lived. The tigers of the revolution have been unleashed.
Though it is outside the time-span of the play, he and Robespierre will
fall victim to their own ideology and follow Danton to the guillotine
three months later. Saint-Just’s own words are in fact his death warrant:
‘We call upon tyrannicides of the future who, across Europe, bear
under their cloaks the dagger of Brutus - nay, we summon all the secret
enemies of Tyranny, throughout the entire earth, to share with us this
sublime hour!’
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The drama thus depicts a revolution with remorseless logic devouring its own children. Dramatically and historically it has a fatal chain
of consequences, an inevitability of cause and effect, which is essential
to any definition of Action.
Lighting the fuse
There is a concept of dramaturgy called ‘the lighting of the fuse’, the
moment when the play really begins, the entry of an exciting force when
the play takes off and rises to its climax. What precedes this moment
is the slow assembly of inflammable materials. But it is a hazardous
practice, unless the dramatist really knows what he is doing, not to
move things along as soon as the curtain rises. Modern audiences are
impatient with slow openings. Nor does it accord with dramatic
tradition - Shakespeare’s best plays start with a bang, and it is very
satisfying to be plunged straight into the action.
Climax
When rising tension and emotion culminate in an explosion, a turning
point, or simply a moment of high intensity and excitement, this
constitutes a climax. A dramatic story is full of climaxes from beginning
to end, some necessarily of greater importance than others - often
placed at the end of acts.
The major climax of a drama, where the action rises to its highest
pitch, is the most intense and turbulent. It is the culminating point of
suspense, the point of maximum instability. Ideally, it is here the play’s
issues are brought into their clearest, sharpest focus. Like the wave
breaking on the shore, it will be seen to grow out of all the preceding
action. It will often appear to gather together all the striking scenes
which have gone before, and replay them at speed.
Examples are the storm on the heath in King Lear; the banishment of
Coriolanus; the trial scenes of The Merchant of Venice and Arthur
Miller’s The Crucible; the discovery of Lady Teazle behind the screen
in Sheridan’s The School for Scandal, and of Mrs Erlynne in Lord
Darlington’s rooms in Wilde’s Lady Windermere’s Fan; the open
meeting when Dr. Stockmann confronts the townspeople in Ibsen’s An
Enemy of the People.
Climactic range
It is wrong however to assume that a play’s structure automatically
has a graph shaped like a pyramid. Many have a major climactic range
with a double apex or more: Julius Caesar, with the assassination
followed by Antony’s oration; Macbeth, with the murder of Duncan,
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then the banquet scene; the banishment of Coriolanus, followed by his
march on Rome, and the play’s final great reversal.
In Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman, the past and present streams
of action hit their climax together in the scene in the restaurant the day
Willy Loman is fired. As his two sons desert him, his imagination fills
with the scene in the Boston hotel room fifteen years before, when his
elder son’s idolatry was shattered on finding a woman there.
Resolution
The unwinding after the climax - the resolution, the unravelling, or
dénouement - although less exciting, is extremely absorbing. It too
must grow naturally out of the plot. The impact of the major crisis we
have just witnessed on the people involved in it must ring true. If it
does not, then the situation itself was very likely untrue. The whole
process must seem probable, necessary and inevitable.
The final reaction of an audience to a dramatic action, perfectly
rounded out and complete, is not really one of surprise, however
stunned they may be. In Arthur Miller’s phrase, it is ‘Oh God, of course !’
A Streetcar Named Desire
At the climax of Tennessee Williams’ A Streetcar Named Desire,
Blanche DuBois is raped by the brutal Stanley Kowalski. It is the
culminating point of a series of disasters for her. The author resolves
his play with inexorable logic. In the final scene Blanche is led away to a
mental institution by a doctor and nurse. Her sister, Stanley’s wife,
cannot bring herself to believe Blanche’s story, and has had her committed. But Blanche has, in any event, been forced during the play to
confront her own nymphomania. Her fine illusions of the past, her
fantasies of gentility, and her dreams of a respectable marriage have
been destroyed. Only by crossing the borders of sanity can she reinstate
them.
Waste
By the last act of Granville Barker’s Waste, the career of Henry Trebell,
the brilliant independent MP, has been wrecked by scandal. The passion
of his life, a Bill for Church Disestablishment, will never be born - just as
his child will never be born because the adulteress, who was carrying it,
died after an abortion. Trebell’s suicide at the play’s end is a shock,
but from what we have seen of his uncompromising nature, and from the
evidence of his last conversation with his devoted sister, Granville
Barker’s resolution is totally in character and grows naturally out of
everything which has gone before.
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The Crucible
The witch-hunt in Arthur Miller’s The Crucible reaches its terrifying
climax in the court examination. John Proctor’s furious attack on his
accusers and defence of his wife rebound on him and he is thrown into
jail. His refusal to save his own life by selling his friends in the last act of
the play is dramatically convincing. It renders back his self-esteem and,
now reconciled with his wife, it finally frees him from his guilt. He
chooses death because there is no other way for a man of conscience
and integrity. The play’s resolution has an impressive dignity. (The
initial driver of the action is of course Abigail Williams, the chief crier
of ‘witch’, and Proctor’s sometime mistress.)
Scene structure: Kattrin’s drum
Individual scenes often parallel the action of the whole. A scene will
have a rising movement, a climax, and a falling movement. In Brecht’s
Mother Courage, Kattrin, Courage’s mute daughter, tries to warn the
town of Halle that a night attack by Catholic troops is coming. She
climbs on the roof of a peasant’s house and starts beating a drum.
The soldiers try every way to stop her without violence, but their
options close. She is out of reach and has pulled up the ladder. The
noise of the drum cannot be drowned in any natural way like chopping
wood, and threats to destroy her wagon will not work. The drum beats
get more frenetic. . . . Finally the soldiers have no alternative. A musket
is set up on forks, and Kattrin is shot dead. This is the climax of the
scene. But she has succeeded. The sound of alarm-bells and gunfire
rising from the town show it will not be taken by surprise.
The pound of flesh
In the trial scene from The Merchant of Venice (Act IV, Scene 1) the
climax is the moment when Portia tells Shylock he cannot shed one
drop of blood in securing his bond. Before this turning point, Antonio’s
mortal danger increases every second as Portia leads Shylock into a
false belief that, according to the laws of Venice, his victory is certain.
From this point, Shylock’s fortunes plunge downwards, and he leaves
the court a broken man.
Objectives in comedy
The action in a comedy is just as important as in all other forms of
drama. The plot is as solidly built. But the objectives should not be
treated with deep seriousness by the audience. (They are serious enough
for the characters of course.) Near the end of Shaw’s You Never Can
Tell, Bohun QC tells Crampton: ‘Your notion of going to law is all
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nonsense: your children will be of age before you can get the point
decided.’ In that case what has the last act been about? It chiefly exists
for Shaw to import the magnificent booming Bohun to bounce all the
main characters about in a highly entertaining way until he meets his
match in Dolly Clandon.
The main characters in As You Like It are in the Forest of Arden
essentially to ‘fleet the time carelessly as they did in the golden world’.
(The official objective is to escape from Duke Frederick.) There is
indeed a fiendishly complicated set of objectives in Congreve’s The
Way of the World, which centres on the struggle to get Lady Wishfort’s
estates. Most members of the audience however decline to tax their
brains over this, and prefer to enjoy the antics and wit of the characters.
Monsieur Jourdain
In Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme, Molière strings together a number of
scenes illustrating the attempts of a foolish bourgeois M. Jourdain to
ape the manners of the aristocracy. (A man striving for a difficult,
indeed impossible, objective.) They advance the story very little: they
are virtually revue sketches. But these are the scenes which playgoers
delight in and remember. The movement of the play is fuelled by them.
The audience is eager for more, and remains in a state of expectancy.
The writer of comedy deals in comic collisions, ludicrous incongruity,
hilarious disproportion between man’s aspiration and his performance,
and painfully funny embarrassments. He guides his characters into
these situations often on very slight pretexts. But the basic principles of
dramatic action still apply.
What is a play?
A single, all-purpose definition of what a play is defies composition.
But one may be ventured, combining the basic dramatic principles,
which may help new writers.
A play is a dynamic process of change, an arc of movement containing
many subsidiary movements, in which a forceful driving agent activates
opposing forces of equal strength. It may include the inner processes of
thought, perception and emotion by which a deed comes into being,
as well as its impact on the external world. In the protracted struggle of
the driving force to achieve its objectives, there are decisive alternations
of fortune in which action determines character, and character determines action, while the audience, its interest and sympathies strongly
engaged, is held throughout in a state of expectancy and uncertainty
(suspense). The struggle is resolved logically after the climactic peaks of
the action, often with the downfall or death of the central character:
and the process is over.
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3 Dramatic
tension.
________________________
Suspense
_____________
Tension
‘A great part of the secret of dramatic architecture’, wrote William
Archer, ‘lies in the one word “Tension”. To engender, maintain, suspend, heighten and resolve a state of tension is the main object of the
dramatist’s craft.’
What do we mean by tension? It is a condition of mental stress or
excitement. The mind is actually stretched. The pulse probably beats
faster. It is, of course, an essential element of suspense, which has been
called the nerve centre or the mainspring of drama. The two are not
strictly synonymous, for there are instances of dramatic tension where
the suspense factor does not commonly apply.
Suspense
For immediate practical purposes, however, George Pierce Baker’s
definition of suspense is valuable:
Suspense means a straining forward of interest, a compelling desire to know
what will happen next. When a hearer is totally at a loss to know what will
happen, but is eager to ascertain; when he partly guesses what will take place,
but deeply desires to make sure; or he almost holds back so greatly does he
dread an anticipated situation, he is in a state of suspense, for, be it willingly or
unwillingly on his part, on sweeps his interest.

The Wild Duck
Suspense implies an imminent reversal of fortune. The Sword of
Damocles hangs over the head of the protagonist. Or, if you like, a
time bomb is ticking. In Ibsen’s The Wild Duck, Gregers Werle enters
Hjalmar Ekdal’s home as a lodger. We know he will wreck the happiness
of everyone in it. Hjalmar is blissfully unaware that his wife was once
the mistress of Gregers’ father, Haakon Werle, and that his young
daughter Hedvig is not his own. Gregers’ perverted idealism is bound to
construe it as his duty to tell Hjalmar the truth. But it is a long time
before he makes his first move. Ibsen well knows that the audience will
be on the edge of their seats by then.
In Ingmar Bergman’s production of the play, Max von Sydow as
23
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Gregers started his long chat with Hedvig at a good distance from her
across the stage. As the talk charmingly proceeded, he moved closer
and closer to her: a chilling image of danger.
Milking situations: Dogberry in Much Ado
The ‘milking’ of situations involves suspense, particularly in comedy,
e.g. making a character, previously established as given to verbosity,
take a long time to deliver or fail to deliver a vital piece of news:
Constable Dogberry in Much Ado About Nothing (Act III, Scene 5).
The clown has already unwittingly stumbled on the plot to wreck
Hero’s wedding, and he goes with Verges to see Hero’s father Leonato,
the Governor of the city. But he never gets to the point because he is so
swollen with self-importance, verbose, and totally lacking in any sense
of priorities. Verges tries to break through his monumental circumlocutions and tell Leonato, but Dogberry shuts him up - he wants to do the
talking (‘A good old man, sir, he will be talking; as they say, “when the
age is in, the wit is out” ’. . . etc.) Finally Leonato leaves impatiently
for the church - where tragedy awaits that could so easily have been
prevented.
It is a common fault with beginners to drill away at material which
has small dramatic potential. But it is equally wrong to skip over
material which could yield far more dramatic mileage. A writer should
strive to discover all the possibilities for suspense in a scene, exploit the
full temperamental range of his characters, and examine how each
might affect all the others.
Sympathy
Suspense requires sympathy with the characters. If we do not care for
them, it does not much matter if they do suffer a severe reversal. We
will not be kept in alternating states of hope and fear about them.
Asking questions
Most of all, suspense makes the audience ask questions. The movement
of a play is from question to answer, from problem to solution. Will
Hamlet kill the King before the King kills him? Will Lady Teazle be
discovered behind the screen? If so, what will be her reaction - and that
of the others on stage? We sense the imminent doom of Oedipus, but
just how, and when, and by whom will this be brought about?
The Man Who Came to Dinner
In the Kaufman and Hart Broadway comedy The Man Who Came to
Dinner, Sheridan Whiteside, a caustic, larger-than-life literary personal-
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ity, breaks his hip and is trapped for weeks with a family in the Midwest.
Much of the plot is concerned with Whiteside’s efforts to prevent his
secretary leaving him to get married. Will playboy Beverly Carlton
sabotage Whiteside’s plan to stop the marriage? Will the wily Whiteside,
who misses nothing, tumble to Carlton’s ruse? Amid the flow of hectic
talk, Whiteside begins to listen very carefully, putting two and two
together; the audience grows increasingly anxious, fearing the gaff
will be blown. It is. Again, the suspense depends on our sympathy for
the secretary, and our wanting Whiteside to lose.
Rope
In Patrick Hamilton’s thriller Rope, two young psychopaths murder a
fellow student just for the thrill of it. They place his body in a chest, then
invite his father and other guests to supper - served off the chest, which
is in full view throughout. The suspense of course hinges on the question
- will the guests discover the body, and the murderers be brought to
justice? Inevitably the audience’s sympathies are with one suspicious
man who begins to latch on to the truth.
The Parachute
In David Mercer’s television play The Parachute, Werner von Reger is
preparing for a hazardous jump to test a new parachute. Crucial scenes
of his life prior to joining the Luftwaffe are intercut with shots of him
assembling his equipment . . . climbing the parachute tower . . . reaching
the platform. There is a tight framework of suspense for the story
based on the questions - Will he jump? If he does, will he be killed?
High Noon
The classic Western High Noon combines the tension of waiting with
urgent questions. It is less than an hour before the killer’s train arrives
at noon. Newly pardoned, he is returning to exact revenge on the outgoing Marshal who sentenced him to be hanged. His three henchmen
wait at the station. There are shots of the empty railway line stretching
into the distance, and the hands of the clock moving closer to noon.
Meanwhile, the Marshal scours the town for deputies. Will he find them?
One by one they cry off. If he cannot find them, will he run away? Or
will he stay and face almost certain death? Again, we must feel sympathy for the Marshal in order to care about the answers. The way he
comports himself under stress - and of course the fact that he is played
by Gary Cooper - ensures that we do.
Often it is not only What happens next? but What is happening?
Why is this happening? What has happened? For example . . .
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After Magritte
Tom Stoppard’s comedy After Magritte opens with an extraordinary
stage tableau. An elderly woman is lying on an ironing board with a
black bowler hat on her stomach. A woman in a ball-gown kneels on
the floor. A large basket of fruit hangs down from the ceiling. A man is
standing on a chair, his torso bare, wearing black evening dress
trousers, and green rubber fishing waders: he is blowing into the lamp
shade. A uniformed police constable is gazing at the scene through the
window. The audience reaction to this is ‘What the hell?’ That is indeed
the question, and the play eventually supplies the answer. At the end the
tableau is even more bizarre, but this time we know how it all came
about.
Each act of a play except the last (and sometimes that too) ends on a
question mark, as does each episode of a radio or television serial. In
the television serial Dallas, Who shot J.R.?
In A Chorus Line, who will get the jobs?
Dostoevsky
The enormously prolonged suspense of Dostoevsky’s Crime and
Punishment hinges on two questions - Will the police nail Raskolnikov
for the murders? Will his terrible guilt force him to confess? We do
not know the answer until the very last lines (if we exclude the Epilogue).
There are, in fact, only 15 words after Raskolnikov utters his confession
at the police office. It could even be argued that the suspense is held
until the last four words: ‘Raskolnikov repeated his statement.’
In tragedy, just how will the inevitable catastrophe be brought
about? In romance, will boy get girl? In a detective story, who dunnit?
In fact, as long as the audience continues to ask questions, there is a
play. As soon as all the questions are answered, the play is over.
Half-answers
The cunning dramatist - and Hamlet used that adjective in his description of good play writing - will employ half-answers, answers which
satisfy less than they intrigue and tantalize, answers which in turn
suggest new and still more pressing questions - as when the removal of
one obstacle leads to the creation of a larger obstacle. If there is to be
growing suspense, new questions - continually suggested by the progressing action - must be created at a faster rate than the answers.
In Shaw’s Pygmalion, Professor Higgins overcomes all difficulties
and successfully introduces Eliza into London society. But this very
triumph creates an entirely new crisis in his relationship with the now
independent Eliza which occupies the rest of the play.
Additional later example:
David Mamet’s play Glengarry Glen Ross combines the tragic mood of Death of
a Salesman with the breakneck farce of Hecht and MacArthur’s The Front Page. In
order to save their jobs, a group of salesmen dealing in land and property are
desperate for sales and commissions. The audience is caught up in their frenzied,
reckless strivings, including a robbery, and keenly wants to know the consequences.
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Voysey
After Edward Voysey has resolved to grapple with his crushing inheritance, ending the audience’s uncertainty on that point, George Booth,
an old family friend, comes to him at the end of Act Four and wants to
call in all his money. This is because he does not have the same confidence in Edward that he had in his father. It is a new crisis springing
directly from Edward’s decision to carry on. Edward has no alternative
but to tell Booth that his father embezzled most of his money. The new
question is: will the furious George Booth - or any other client who
discovers the truth - go to the police? That provides the suspense for
Act Five.
The action of a good play is progressive, always unpacking fresh
strife and obstacles, new problems growing out of solutions to the old.
‘Alps on Alps arise’.
Mystery and curiosity
Suspense is therefore closely bound up with mystery. The aim should
be to sustain the uncertainties as long as possible. The author does not
reveal his hand until it is absolutely necessary. Beckett and Pinter often
do not reveal it at all. The creation of pleasing ambiguities, leaving
several options open, never being too explicit, or giving the game away
too early: this is a major portion of dramatic technique. It is the art of
withholding information.
Withholding information
The author rations his information, not disclosing anything before it is
needed. In a celebrated thriller of the 1920s, The Man in the Dark by
John Ferguson, the hero is witness to a murder, but with a catch: it is
cleverly concealed until deep in the narrative that he is blind.
At the end of a scene in Twelfth Night (Act II, Scene 3), Maria gives
Sir Toby Belch only a bare outline of her plot against Malvolio. No
mention of yellow stockings or crossed garters here. The rich details
are saved for the next scene but one, when we witness the whole process
by which Malvolio is ensnared.
There is clearly something strange about Aston in Harold Pinter’s
play The Caretaker. But we do not know exactly what it is until his
long speech at the end of Act Two. Much curiosity and suspense is
gained by delaying the revelation.
When a new act of a play begins, the playwright will be in no hurry
to answer the questions posed at the end of the previous act. He thus
intensifies the interest and curiosity of the audience. The Wild Duck
has more than one notable example.
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We do not know until the very end of Frederick Forsyth’s The Day of
the Jackal just how the killer intends to assassinate de Gaulle, though
this has been his mission from the outset. The tension would have been
taken out of the narrative if we had learnt it at an earlier stage.
Explain later
A plane crash is more dramatic than what the black box reveals
afterwards.
If an event is dramatic in itself, the explanation can wait until later.
If it is attached at the same time, it will clog the action, and an opportunity will be missed to keep curiosity alive. Many plays and films
begin with a short, violent burst of action, the meaning of which the
audience is quite content to be told later.
A dead body is hurled off a train; a witty encounter takes place at a
skiing resort between a suave stranger and a beautiful young woman;
the woman arrives back in Paris to find her flat has been stripped bare;
she is told by the police her husband is dead, that he had left home in a
hurry, and had several different passports with different aliases; at his
funeral three strange men arrive independently and make sure he is
dead, one by sticking a pin into him. This is how the film Charade opens.
Neither we nor the young woman know what it is all about, but we are
intrigued, disturbed and amused. We stay with the film to know more.
Dramatic ambiguity
Dramatic ambiguity in plotting casts its own unique spell. In Harold
Pinter’s play The Collection, did Stella sleep with Bill in Leeds? They
may have, or they may have just talked about it. Their partners are
desperate to know the answer, but the play never gives it. It is left open.
In the same author’s Old Times Deeley and his wife’s best friend Anna
compete to possess his wife through cherished memories of their early
lives together. But did those events really happen? As they try to cap,
and even steal each other’s memories, and as many years have elapsed,
the past becomes open to very different interpretations. The uncertainty
heightens the tension.
An author’s ambivalence towards his characters can have formidable
dramatic results, as can his ambivalence towards his own professed
philosophy. Brecht imposed an iron Marxist discipline on his violent
anarchic spirit. This tension created a subtle ambiguity in his plays
which leaves them open to different readings. Certainly, state Communism has never felt at ease with them. But their power in the theatre is
undeniable.
Additional later example:
In Pinter’s later play Party Time, where a military force occupies the city streets
below an elegant reception, the setting is deliberately left undefined. It could be
South America, Europe, or even London in the future.
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Suspense and surprise
The superiority of suspense to surprise is worth emphasizing. The
playwright has a better ally in the complicity of the audience than its
ignorance. Using the bomb example again, the time it is really effective
is before it explodes, not after.
If we know a bomb is planted under a conference table, we watch the
entire proceedings in a high state of tension, and still get a shock when
it goes off. If we do not know it is there, a minute's worth of shock is
obtained when it explodes, compared with many minutes worth of
suspense in the other instance. Hitchcock, the cinematic master of
suspense, rarely bothers to explode his bomb at all. His theory in this
respect is considered in a later section.
Retardation
For all the unease and edginess created by suspense, it is pleasurable.
Percival Wilde wrote in The Craftsmanship of the One-Act Play:
Drama is motion. Suspense is the tantalizing pleasure produced by artistically
retarding that motion. How much to retard, and when, finally, to fling off
restraint, and plunge into satisfying action - these are questions which the
dramatist can answer only by transcending the barriers of self, and resolving
to see his work precisely as an audience wiIl see it.

This tantalizing pleasure survives several visits to a fine play or film.
We know the outcome, but we still enjoy the tension at a third or fourth
viewing.
Relaxation of tension
Tension cannot be endured without breaks. As with the pace of a play,
variety is needed. Just as a short, fast scene and a long, slow scene both
gain by contrast and juxtaposition, so dramatic tension is enhanced by
its suspension. The cause of the tension never goes right away; it is
always there in the background waiting to return. The tension graph is
full of highs and lows but as a whole it steadily rises. There is danger
perhaps. It comes close, then veers away; relief follows, but the audience
feels uneasy. When will it return? The next time it comes in closer, is
even more scary, then it swings away again. The film Jaws, in which a
killer shark terrorizes an American East Coast resort, is a good example.
Or a ghost story. We know the ghost will appear again. But when?
Wages of Fear
In Clouzot’s original film Wages of Fear (1953), four men, badly in
need of money, are given the highly dangerous mission of driving two
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lorry loads of nitro-glycerine explosive across the rough roads of
South America. It is needed to put out a fire at an oilfield three
hundred miles away. A jolt could set off the explosives at any second of
the hazardous journey. (Objective: to get there alive and put out the fire.)
After a prolonged, hair-raising episode, in which the four use some of
the nitro-glycerine to blow up a large rock which blocks the road (literally a formidable obstacle), there is a short interlude of wild relief and
hilarity. The men line up and urinate in the road (relaxation of tension).
The audience laughs uproariously. The two lorries, spaced well apart,
continue smoothly on their journey. It is precisely at this point that the
leading lorry explodes, and its two occupants are killed instantly.
Scène à faire
Expectations about characters once aroused should normally be
satisfied, otherwise the audience can feel cheated. If it has been led to
expect for example a major confrontation, then that scene becomes
virtually obligatory. This has been termed the scène à faire. If everything
has pointed towards it, and it is then never shown, disappointment
and a sense of let-down usually result which is fatal to the success of the
play. The author has not delivered what he promised.
The Wild Duck
This however is not an invariable requirement. In The Wild Duck,
Ibsen staged his scène à faire off stage, when Gregers reveals the truth
about Hjalmar’s marriage to him. He simply takes him out for a long
walk at the end of Act Three. We never witness the disclosure. When the
curtain rises on Act Four, nothing immediately appears to have changed.
We are aware however that Hjalmar has received a shock. By crafting
the play thus, Ibsen has doubled the suspense. Just how much did
Gregers tell Hjalmar? We sense a tragedy is still to come, but we do not
know what it is, or how it will be brought about. Ibsen makes us wait.
Unsatisfied expectation
There are cases where expectation is never satisfied. Enclosed within
Kafka’s story The Great Wall of China there is a fable in which a
messenger from the dying Emperor is sent out through the multitudes
cramming the mazes and labyrinths of the palace. But because the
chambers and corridors and courtyards of the palace are endless, the
message can never reach the city, let alone the outlying provinces. Yet
we are all the time willing it to happen. This opposition - the urgent
drive of the messenger, and the impossibility of his ever achieving his
objective - generates a powerful tension. So does K’s endless quest in
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The Castle, met by endless frustration.
The simple fact of waiting creates tension. In Waiting for Godot,
Beckett sustains the tension throughout the whole play, because of
course Godot never comes.
This expectation, this willing for something to break, on the part of
the spectator or the reader, and its resolute denial by the author is the
equivalent of the strongly willed purpose and the formidable obstacle
mentioned above. Nothing may ‘happen’ in the conventional sense, no
goal be reached, but high tensions are established, and also internal
conflict in the minds of the audience. And this is dramatic.
Attendant lords
Tom Stoppard’s Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead, which was
influenced by Waiting for Godot, works on the same principles. The
two ‘attendant lords’ of the title spend most of their time waiting in
ante-rooms at the beck and call of great personages. They have to pass
the time somehow. They play word games. They philosophize. They
talk about Hamlet. They bicker. The first few minutes of the play consist of the pair betting on the toss of a coin. They even talk about the art
of building up suspense in relation to this. When Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern are used by the Great Ones, they are no wiser as to their
real purpose at the Court, or indeed in life. But the audience still
expects. It remains held in a state of tension. Eventually of course
something does happen to the pair: they are killed. But they never
know why.
Fierce expectation, our willing hard for something to break, and its
iron denial by the dramatist, is of course what creates the extraordinary
tension throughout Hamlet itself.
Tension and suspense
If a fine distinction were to be drawn, tension can exist without the
suspense factor. Tension is an internal dynamic which need not be
related to an outside event. It can exist without a threat hanging overhead. Nor is it necessary to expect anything to happen at the end of a
tense passage of dialogue. It is all happening within the dialogue.
A man and his wife are having a tense conversation. The cause of the
tension is never stated. It may be another woman - we don’t know. We
are not led to expect a violent conclusion to the scene. But tension is
still generated.
Erotic tension, the tension of a nightmare, the tension of hostility
can all exist without the Sword of Damoclesoror a sense of time running
out.
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Metamorphosis
In Kafka’s nightmarish Metamorphosis, Gregor Samsa, transmuted
into a giant insect, desperately wants to get out of bed and answer his
family knocking on the door. But he cannot. The opposition of his
straining to rise with the refusal of his new body to obey creates a vicelike tension. But it is not a conventional suspense situation.
The suspense is there, of course, if we look for it. It is both distant
and very close. The ultimate question is -- What will be the reaction of
his family when they see him? The immediate question is - Will Samsa
be able to hoist himself without arms? Intermediate questions include
his own fears about being late for work and losing his job. The suspense
framework is like a number of concentric circles.
Wheels within wheels
This applies in general to the fortunes of supporting characters as well
as the protagonist. There are smaller and smaller dramas going on
inside the main action, wheels within wheels.
The definition of suspense can in fact be extended to include minutely
graded steps. An audience will follow with intense interest the least
alteration in an erotic power struggle, e.g. will Lenny in Harold Pinter’s
The Homecoming get Ruth to surrender her glass of water to him?
Suspense line by line
The line by line suspense of a passage of dialogue might have an
audience thinking ‘Now - what will he say to that?’ or ‘Did that remark
wound her?’ or ‘Who will win this rally?’ It can be a conversational
minefield. In this passage from the first scene of Edward Albee’s Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, suspense occurs line by line over just when
and how George will get savaged by Martha for being insufficiently
enthusiastic about the joke at the party:
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?
It was all right, Martha. . . .
You laughed your head off when you heard it at the
party.
GEORGE:
I smiled. I didn’t laugh my head off. I smiled, you
know?. . . it was all right.
(gazing into her drink): You laughed your goddamn head
MARTHA
off.
It was all right . . .
GEORGE:
(ugly): It was a scream!
MARTHA
GEORGE
(patiently): It was very funny;:yes.
GEORGE:
MARTHA:
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(after a moment’s consideration): You make me puke!
What?
Uh . . . you make me puke!
(thinks about it . . . then . . .): That wasn’t a very nice
thing to say, Martha.
That wasn’t what?
. . . a very nice thing to say.
I like your anger. I think that’s what I like about you
most. . . your anger. You’re such a. . . such a simp!
You don’t even have the . . . the what?. . .
. . . guts? . . .
PHRASEMAKER! (Pause . . . then they both laugh.)

Word by word
Suspense can be concentrated word by word. A detective tries to catch a
dying man’s last words, so that he can name his murderer. A great
statesman, now senile, struggles to get through a speech in the House of
Commons: each word, each pause adds to the pain and tension of the
situation.
The better the writer the more suspense, because he can strike the
audience with a surprising choice of word. A character speaking slowly
and thoughtfully, but with immense verbal precision, is very suspenseful. Albee is a master here.
But a character does not need to be articulate to have an audience
hanging on every word. In Harold Pinter’s The Caretaker, Aston, in his
long speech at the end of the second act, describes how he was forcibly
given electric shock treatment in a hospital. He cannot phrase the
effect on his mind. But his efforts to do so hold the theatre in total
silence.
The trouble was . . . my thoughts . . . had become very slow . . . I couldn’t
think at all . . . I couldn’t . . . get . . . my thoughts . . . together . . . uuuhh . . . I
could . . . never quite get it . . . together.

Suspense can even be achieved letter by letter. A character stammers.
What is the word he is trying to say? If it is not in the text, the actor can
sometimes impose a stammer, as Olivier did in his performance as
Hotspur in Henry IV, and at a crucial moment in Othello. (See page 113.)
A final comment on the subject from Oscar Wilde:
This suspense is terrible. I hope it will last.
The Importance of Being Earnest.
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Exposition
______________

Inspector Hound
In Tom Stoppard’s comedy, The Real lnspector Hound, with its splendid
send-up of the stage detective thriller, the charwoman, Mrs Drudge,
answers the phone at the beginning with the words: ‘Hello, the drawing
room of Lady Muldoon’s country residence one morning in early
spring.’
She notices Simon Gascoyne at the window, starts talking to him,
and the following exchange takes place:
MRS DRUDGE:

SIMON:

MRS DRUDGE:

. . . Judging by the time (she glances at the clock) you
did well to get here before high water cut us off for
all practical purposes from the outside world.
I took the short cut over the cliffs and followed one
of the old smugglers’ paths through the treacherous
swamps that surround this strangely inaccessible
house.
Yes, many visitors have remarked on the
topographical quirk in the local strata whereby there
are no roads leading from the Manor, though there
ARE ways of getting TO it, weather allowing.

Why is this funny? Because it burlesques appallingly mishandled
dramatic technique. A playwright has a certain amount of factual
information about present circumstances and past events which he must
convey to the audience if they are to understand and enter into the spirit
of the action that follows. He could take the easy way out and provide a
long programme note or a prologue, but most audiences rightly dislike
this arid procedure. They prefer to have the information built into the
story.
Ideally the audience should absorb knowledge without realizing they
are doing so. If wodges of information are stuffed arbitrarily into the
dialogue, the effect on natural speech and characterization will be
disastrous.
The classic example of bad exposition is when two supernumeraries
34
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are discovered at curtain rise, and one proceeds to retail a stream of
facts which the other would be bound to know already.
Deep background
It may not, of course, be necessary to have a formal exposition. The
facts will become clear in the natural course of the play, or they will be
inferred from what is seen and heard. In exceptional instances the whole
background story need never be spelt out at all if the dramatist is
skilful enough. The audience is so enthralled by the conflicts and tensions engendered that the past history of the characters can remain
shadowy. But it is still important. The background story of a play by
Harold Pinter may not be explicit, but it can reveal much on close
examination, and go far towards explaining the ‘menace’ which is
axiomatic when talking about his work.
Exposition by contention
Successful exposition is often presented in the form of conflict. It may,
for example, emerge as a furious denial of something which is asserted,
or a defence of someone who is attacked.
Molière's The Misanthrope plunges into the middle of the action,
which is also acutely expository. The uncompromising Alceste is
arguing fiercely with his friend Philinte, accusing him of hypocrisy for
warmly embracing a man he despises. The argument ranges over
several topics, including Alceste’s love for the fickle Célimène. Why
does he love her, asks Philinte, if he demands total honesty in human
relations? In a few concentrated minutes, Molière declares the essential
conflict of character and manners that will dominate the play to come.
Expository devices
Inventive expository devices are an important part of play construction.
An expository device, to be truly successful, must be invisible. It must
seem perfectly natural that the facts should come out in the way they do.
The device must be interesting in itself, quite apart from the information the spectator gathers from it. He is again not conscious that background facts are being insinuated into his mind.
The dialogue of a good expository device is coloured with emotion
and is marked by characterizing incident.
Sweet Bird of Youth
In the first scene of Sweet Bird of Youth by Tennessee Williams, a
gigolo, Chance Wayne, tries to blackmail the ‘Princess’, an ageing
former movie star, by secretly tape recording her incriminating
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admissions about the use of hashish, which she has smuggled into the
country. In the course of this (striving to attain a difficult objective) he
also draws out of her the central facts of her life and personality, including her relationship with him, which an audience needs for an
understanding of the drama. The exposition of these facts is Tennessee
Williams’ main purpose. The blackmail is the expository device by
which he achieves it.
Dear Brutus
The playwright’s most effective recourse is to make the audience
demand the exposition. He arranges it that the audience is eager to
know what he wishes to exposit.
In the first act of Dear Brutus, Barrie wishes to convey to the audience
that a strange little man, Lob, has gathered a group of strangers
together at his house in Midsummer week for a mysterious purpose.
Barrie starts off with nothing to do with this. The ladies of the company are talking about the loss of some jewellery. They know their rings
have been stolen, and they know the butler, Matey, is the culprit. After
some discussion, in which the bolder spirits prevail over the more timid,
they decide to confront the butler. Threatened with the police, he
admits the theft and returns the rings. The ladies then say they will still
inform the police unless he tells them why Lob has invited them to the
house, and what it is they all have in common. Even so he clams up,
and will give only a few dark hints and warnings. By now the audience
is extremely curious, and the play is under way.
Hedda Gabler
In the first act of Hedda Gabler, there is much background information
Ibsen wishes to convey about Eilert Loevborg. He does it by making
Hedda - who, it is hinted, has had some emotional involvement with
Loevborg in the past, though we do not know to what degree - worm
the facts out of Mrs Elvsted.
Mrs Elvsted is evasive about the real reason for her appearance in
town. Hedda gradually forces the truth from her by subtle, persistent
interrogation (a will pitted against an obstacle). We are soon just as
keen as Hedda to know more about Loevborg. What is Mrs Elvsted
hiding? What was Hedda’s relationship with Loevborg in the past?
And Mrs Elvsted’s with him now? The audience is eagerly asking the
questions, the answers to which constitute the play’s exposition.
More than this, the exposition is action. It becomes clear that
Loevborg’s arrival could be explosive. We have seen that Hedda is
already bored with her marriage to Tesman. If she and Loevborg meet,
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it could prove fatal to Mrs Elvsted’s happiness. Loevborg, cured of
drink, is also a potential threat to Tesman’s career. And Loevborg’s
new way of life and happiness are themselves in danger, because our
suspicions are confirmed, at the end of the act, that the woman in his
past who tried to shoot him was Hedda herself.
So, as the exposition proceeds, there is change taking place before
our eyes. There is growing conflict, the unveiling of character under
emotional stress, and a sense of bad trouble looming. In a word, action.
Exposition equals action
Both Ibsen and Sophocles characteristically begin their plays about
four-fifths of the way through the story, a short time before the crisis.
The unveiling of the past becomes not a mere recital of information
but a series of revelations which gun the action forward with an
increasing sense of danger. We are offered, as Arthur Miller puts it, ‘the
marvellous spectacle of life forcing one event out of the jaws of the
preceding one.’
Oedipus Rex is the supreme example, where the exposition is held
back as long as possible, and released at the moment of maximum
dramatic impact. The height of the drama is when the King forces the
truth out of the old shepherd about the events surrounding his own birth,
at the very beginning of the story. And this precipitates the catastrophe.
The Crucible
A final example from Arthur Miller showing how, in a superb play,
action and exposition are indistinguishable. The curtain rises on the
first act of The Crucible when the action has already begun and is
gathering momentum. Witches are suspected in Salem. Fear walks the
town. A group of local girls have participated in an obscene diabolic
ritual in the woods at night. One of the girls, the daughter of Reverend
Parris, has fallen into a mysterious coma. Is she bewitched? The whole
act takes place in her bedroom, and she becomes a magnet for most of
the important personages in the play. Quarrels flare up among them,
fed by envy, greed, lust and hatred. These collisions tell us much about
their characters, important events in their past, the social and religious
climate of the time, and they prepare for the terror and hysteria to come.
It is almost churlish to call Betty Parris’s bed, which is the focal point of
the action, an expository device. The audience is so caught up in what is
happening, no one stops to consider it. And that is as it should be.
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Preparation

________________

‘The art of the theatre is the art of preparations’ said the younger
Dumas. Preparing an audience skilfully so that it will immediately
grasp, appreciate and be moved by decisive events later in the play is a
vital ingredient of play-making. An audience cannot be made to feel
strongly about things which have not been made clear to them, and a
crisis is wasted on them unless they are prepared for it.
Atmosphere
Atmosphere and tone are part of preparation, ominousness particularly - the casting of a long warning shadow. In only twelve lines, the
first scene of Macbeth vividly creates the whole spirit of the tragedy to
come.
At the start of Death of a Salesman, the sad tune played on a flute
in the distance ‘telling of grass and trees and the horizon’, and the image
of the little man trudging back home at night, bowed down with his
cases of samples, sets the tone of the play superbly.
The same can be said of Chekhov’s use of nature to convey lost
happiness. The lake in The Seagull is such a strong presence that the
author is supposed to have regarded it as one of the characters. In
The Cherry Orchard, the orchard itself has an even more compelling
influence. It powerfully evokes childhood memories for the family,
and at the same time stands as a symbol for an obsolete social order,
soon to be cut down.
Foreshadowing
In a larger sense a playwright can ‘foreshadow’ an event, or a play’s
tragic end. When Caesar’s ghost appears to Brutus (Act IV, Scene 3)
and says he will see him at Philippi, the message for Brutus and the
audience is clear. The millrace, where Rosmer’s first wife committed
suicide, is well emphasized in Ibsen’s Rosmersholm, foreshadowing the
joint tragedy at the play’s end when Rebecca and Rosmer throw themselves into it. Chekhov said if you produce a revolver in Act One, that
implies someone will be shot in Act Three.
Preparation has other names: ‘sign-posting’; ‘planting’ a fact needed
in the plot later; ‘establishing’ a point or mood; ‘setting up’a situation.
38
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Falstaff
In the first part of Henry IV, the charade that Falstaff and Prince Hal
enact in the Boar’s Head (Act II, Scene 4) - in which the Prince, playing
his father, orders the banishment of Falstaff - prepares for the eventual
banishment of Falstaff in reality by Prince Hal when he becomes King.
A cruder form of preparation is employed earlier in Hal’s soliloquy
‘Yet herein will I imitate the sun’, at the end of the play’s second scene,
when he says he will eventually ditch all his tavern companions. It is
so crude it alienates the audience from Prince Hal and damages the
play. Unlike the charade, it is a bad piece of craftsmanship.
Motivation
Preparation is very evident in well-motivated characterization. If a
man is established early in the play by one or two minor incidents as
having a violent nature when roused, it will be immediately plausible
at the play’s climax if he murders someone in a fit of rage. Preparation
establishes motivation and makes the play believable.
Suspending disbelief
Preparation suspends disbelief. If it is well planted - as in the Western
True Grit - that the hero is legendary for winning against desperate
odds, then the audience will happily accept an absurd feat of derring-do
at a crucial point later.
Othello
The main reason why we accept Othello’s manipulation by Iago - and
do not dismiss his gullibility out of hand as being implausible - is that
nearly half the play is devoted to showing how successfully Iago does
manipulate people in general. Roderigo, Brabantio, Cassio, Montano,
Emilia, Desdemona, all do what he makes them want to do. When the
action begins in earnest, with the line: ‘Ha! I like not that.’, no one
questions Iago’s power over individuals, Othello included.
Here, as usual, he gets others to do most of his work for him.
Desdemona herself lays the groundwork for the temptation scene when
she vehemently urges Othello to forgive the disgraced Cassio. She does
this because Cassio has begged her to do so, an idea suggested to him
by - Iago. In the temptation scene itself, Othello virtually has to drag
the lie out of Iago. For a long time he gives only veiled hints that he
knows more than he is willing to speak.
The double value
Successful preparation, it was argued by Percival Wilde, employs
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incidents and plot points which have a double value, The real value lies
hidden in the mind of the dramatist until he is ready to spring it on the
audience later in the play. The ostensible value, sufficient always to
justify its existence, makes it entertaining and interesting in itself when
first presented.
In The Barretts of Wimpole Street by Rudolph Besier, for example,
it is established early on that Elizabeth is extremely fond of her dog,
Flush. This is interesting in itself because it shows the heroine’s warmth
and kindness, and involves some diverting ‘business’. This is the ostensible vaIue which would alone justify its inclusion in the play. But its
real value comes at the famous final curtain. After learning that
Elizabeth has eloped with Robert Browning, her tyrannical father
suddenly sees how to get his revenge - he will destroy her dog. Elizabeth’s sister with undisguised triumph then announces that Elizabeth’s
letter to her says they have taken Flush with them. It is always
guaranteed to raise a cheer from the audience.
The ostensible value of the preparatory point should be thought about
just as much as its real value. In The Man Who Came to Dinner, Whiteside regularly receives bizarre presents from admirers - at one point
four live penguins are delivered to the house. Each present creates a
funny incident which can be enjoyed for its own sake. The real value
emerges in the last act when an Egyptian mummy case is delivered, and
offers the ideal way to spirit Lorraine - the main obstacle to a happy
ending - out of town.
The ostensible value of the point avoids giving the game away. When
it has an immediate relevance, the audience is unlikely to look too hard
for its ultimate purpose.
Dangers
Shrewd judgment is always needed in preparation. It can go badly
wrong. It can be grossly overdone, for example. Max Beerbohm,
reviewing Jerome K. Jerome’s The Passing of the Third Floor Back, said
that he knew what was going to happen, how it was going to happen,
and then, as soon as it had happened, that it would happen again.
Too obvious preparation is self-defeating. Once again, the internal
mechanics of the plot are showing. Archer wrote: ‘The clumsiest
thing a dramatist can possibly do is to lay a long and elaborate train
for the ignition of a squib.’
Up the garden path
The general superiority of suspense to surprise has already been stressed.
But surprise can be very effective in drama if it is cleverly done. Pre-
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paration is important here in setting up the audience: red herrings;
leading people, through accepted conventions of narrative, in a false
direction; making them believe a play is about one thing, until it is
suddenly revealed to be about something else altogether.
Pirandello, Genet
Pirandello and Genet are masters of this Hall of Mirrors technique;
and it is one of the most favoured devices in detective stories and thrillers.
For most of his play Henry IV, Pirandello makes the audience believe
that his hero is mad - he has been incarcerated in a villa for twenty years,
thinking he is the Emperor Henry IV of Germany. The dramatist then
stuns them with the truth of his returned sanity. Almost before the
audience or his visitors have time to recover, the ‘Emperor’ murders
his rival in love, and is thus condemned to act out his insane role for the
rest of his life.
In his play The Maids, Genet begins with a long sequence in which an
aristocratic lady torments her maid, then he suddenly reveals that both
women are in fact maids (and sisters) who have been play-acting while
their mistress is absent from the house.
Psycho
A writer or director can even lead an audience to expect one kind of
story, and then hit them with a totally different kind of story. For the
first half-hour of Psycho, Hitchcock prepares us for a conventional
cops-and-robbers tale. The very idea that this vital, beautiful girl will
not survive the film is unthinkable. Then suddenly, shockingly, she is
murdered in the shower, and the film swings into a new dimension.
The advantage of a television play over a film, or a play in the theatre
in this respect is that millions experience the surprise at the same moment. Critics and word-of-mouth have had no opportunity to reveal it.
Thrillers, detectives
Detective stories and thrillers are, in fact, excellent exampIes of dramatic
structure. Here, in colourful profusion, are to be found quests for truth,
the planting of clues, tough obstacles, blind alleys, suspense, mystery,
red herrings, twists, reversals and discoveries. It is no accident that
Brecht was very fond of reading Edgar Wallace.
Ionesco, always fascinated by the nature of drama, and ready to
define it in his plays, says, in Victims of Duty:
All the plays that have ever been written, from Ancient Greece to the present
day, have never really been anything but thrillers. Drama’s always been realistic
and there’s always been a detective about. Every play’s an investigation brought
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to a successful conclusion. There’s a riddle, and it’s solved in the final scene.
Sometimes earlier. You seek, and then you find.

The classics, adds Ionesco, are simply ‘refined detective drama’.
Indeed, who can deny that Oedipus Rex is a detective story par excellence; that Hamlet is an exciting ghost story, full of thrills and suspense?
John le Carré’s famous spy thriller, The Spy Who Came in from the
Cold, is a treasury of dramatic technique. After reading it through, it is
rewarding to analyse its plot structure backwards.
It has an ingenious formula which involves a brilliant reversal: A and
B plot to kill C, but in reality it is a plot by A and C to kill B. It is the
mainspring of Ira Levin’s Deathtrap, Clouzot’s film The Fiends, and
indirectly Frederick Knott’s Dial M for Murder.
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Emphasis
and
___________________
contrast
___________

Preparation is linked with emphasis. Repetition, elaborate treatment,
the placing given to an event or plot point, will underline it, so that it
stays in the memory.
Repetition
Repetition may seem a crude device but, when an audience has to
catch words on the wing, it is necessary to ensure that important points,
relationships between characters or significant motivations are very
clear in their minds. Great orators believe in saying a thing three times,
indeed they often have one point only, which they hammer home again
and again.
So it is not overdone for the King’s first speech to Hamlet to use the
word ‘father’ no less than seven times. It is quite usual for a character
to mishear an important word the dramatist wishes to emphasize, or be
startled, or fail to twig immediately, so that it has to be repeated, e.g.
Hedda tells Tesman she still has one thing left to amuse herself with . . .
HEDDA:
TESMAN:
HEDDA:

My pistols, George darling.
Pistols!
General Gabler’s pistols.

Or, in Othello:
EMILIA:
IAGO:
EMILIA:

. . .What will you give me now
For that same handkerchief ?
What handkerchief ?
What handkerchief !

We also see the handkerchief. Emilia makes play with it, bringing it
closely to our attention.
Placing
The example from Hedda Gabler comes at the very end of the first act,
a good point for emphasis. At the start of the second act - another
emphatic placing - we see Hedda loading and firing one of the two
43
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pistols which will eventually claim both Loevborg’s life and, at the very
end of the play, her own.
The placing of Mick’s sudden reappearance at the end of the first act
of The Caretaker emphasizes his importance as a character in the play.
Identification
Emphasis is important in identifying characters. At the start of Shaw’s
Arms and the Man, a young woman is standing on a balcony. An older
woman enters and calls out ‘Raina!’ twice. The girl turns. Why did the
older woman call out her name? Because she wants to attract her
attention, yes, but also, very important, because Shaw wishes early to
identify the young woman. A few lines later Raina calls the older
woman ‘Mother’, so we now know the relationship between them.
Unless this is made clear from the start, confusion can result. The
dramatist may know who his characters are and their relationship to
each other, but the audience will not.
Right emphasis is essential for clarity. Clarity is vital if the audience
is to react to the play at all and be moved by it.
There are obvious provisos and exceptions. Emphasis can naturally
be overdone, like exposition and preparation, with ludicrous results.
Relationships and identities need not be established early, if this
arouses curiosity and keeps the audience in a pleasing state of uncertainty.
Edward Bond satirizes the convention of repetition in his play
Restoration:
LORD ARE:
MOTHER:
LORD ARE:
MOTHER:
LORD ARE
MOTHER:
LORD ARE
MOTHER:
BOB:
LORD ARE
MOTHER:
LORD ARE
MOTHER:
LORD ARE

Mrs. Hedges, her ladyship is dead.
Beg pardin sir?
Her ladyship is dead.
Dead?
(aside): O the tedium of a tragedy: everything is said
twice and then thrice.
Dead?
(aside): Twice.
Dead!
Dead!
(aside): I have survived the morning tolerably well, now
I shall spoil it with a headache.
Her ladyship is dead.
(aside):: If she is not she is a consummate actress.
Is her ladyship dead?
(aside): O god is it to be put to the question? We shall
have pamphlets issued on it.
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Contrast
An important means of emphasis is contrast - in character and situation.
The hero’s sterling qualities in melodrama are emphasized by contrast
with the dastardly villain.
As You Like It
Rosalind’s impulsive romantic passion in As You Like It is highlighted
by contrast with the practical, down-to-earth Celia:
I found him under a tree, like a dropped acorn.
It may well be called Jove’s tree, when it drops forth
such fruit.
CELIA:
Give me audience, good madam.
ROSALIND: Proceed.
There lay he, stretched along like a wounded knight.
CELIA:
ROSALIND: Though it be pity to see such a sight, it well becomes
the ground.
CELIA:
Cry ‘holla’ to thy tongue, I prithee; it curvets
unseasonably. He was furnished like a hunter.
ROSALIND: O, ominous! He comes to kill my heart.
I would sing my song without a burden; thou bringest
CELIA:
me out of tune.
Do you not know I am a woman? When I think, I must
ROSALIND:
speak.
(Act III, Scene 2)
CELIA:
ROSALIND:

Antigone
The fierce integrity of Antigone in Sophocles’ play is emphasized by
contrast with her weak sister Ismene. Ismene is afraid to join Antigone
in giving their slain brother an honourable burial, because it offends
against the royal edict.
ISMENE:
ANTIGONE:
ISMENE:
ANTIGONE:
ISMENE:
ANTIGONE:

I do not defy them; but I cannot act
Against the State. I am not strong enough.
Let that be your excuse, then. I will go
And heap a mound of earth over my brother.
I fear for you, Antigone; I fear You need not fear for me. Fear for yourself.
At least be secret. Do not breathe a word.
I’ll not betray your secret.
Publish it
To all the world! Else I shall hate you more.
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ISMENE:
ANTIGONE:
ISMENE:
ANTIGONE:

Your heart burns! Mine is frozen at the thought.
I know my duty, where true duty lies.
If you can do it; but you’re bound to fail.
When I have tried and failed, I shall have failed.

Situation contrast
Contrast of situation is used, for example, in farce when eccentric
behaviour occurs in an ordinary setting, or normal conduct in bizarre
surroundings (Monty Python). It creates dramatic irony in tragedy
(Duncan’s entry into Macbeth’s castle).
Comic irony occurs when the view the playwright takes of his
characters contradicts the view they take of themselves. He smiles at
them when they are taking themselves most seriously. Self-delusion is
the essence of comic characterization: the contrast between what a
character is, and his image of himself.
Scene contrast
Scene contrast is vital if the audience’s interest is to be kept alive. A
long scene followed by a short; a scene of violent action followed by
one of calm reflection; a scene in a serious mood followed by one in a
lighter vein; a scene which raises hope followed by one which instils
fear; a scene of high emotional intensity followed by one which eases
off the pressure.
Juno and the Paycock
The scene sequence of O’Casey’s Juno and the Paycock can by turns
make an audience laugh (Captain Boyle and Joxer), cry (Mrs Tancred,
Juno) or shiver with fear (the death summons for Johnny). Each is
heightened by the contrast.
The Rear Column
Simon Gray’s play, The Rear Column, which charts the slow disintegration of a small group of British officers and gentlemen, cut off in the
Congo in 1887, has a quiet, moving moment at the end of the second
act, when they all put aside their hatreds and murderous phobias on
Christmas Day in an atmosphere of song and good fellowship. We
know it will not last, and it makes the final slide into barbarism and
madness all the more effective by contrast.
There are of course the celebrated Shakespearean comic scenes and
characters - the drunken porter in Macbeth, the gravedigger in Hamlet,
and the clown with the figs in Antony and Cleopatra - juxtaposed with
horror and tragedy.
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7 __________________
Complication
Too many first plays fail through lack of complication. They proceed
in a too direct line to the outcome. Complications enrich a play, throw
it into relief, make it more vivid, prevent it from being palely onedimensional in content. The familiar criticism of a play that it is ‘too
thin’ stems from the lack of complications.
A complication in drama generally consists of a new circumstance or
character which substantially alters the balance of contending forces a new weight in the scale. The arrival of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
at Elsinore complicates the plot and swings events in the King’s favour.
The arrival of the Players complicates the plot still more, swinging
things back in Hamlet’s favour. The death of Polonius, Hamlet's
escape at sea, Laertes’ return, and Ophelia’s drowning are all complications bearing in the unresolved central issue of the play.
Examples
A complication may create a new love intrigue which cuts across one
already going (Puck’s intervention in A Midsummer Night’s Dream).
A love affair complicated by a pregnancy is a perennial dramatic
situation.
The complication may come from off the main line of the action.
Whatever the fortunes of a group of Russian families prior to 1812,
all will be changed by Napoleon’s invasion. The lives of a group
of American servicemen in Hawaii in 1941 will be totally changed by
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
Mick’s arrival at the end of the first act of The Caretaker is a complication. Taking the play as a whole, the tramp Davies is a complication in the lives of the two brothers.
A conflict hitherto confined to a close domestic circle may, by the
outside world breaking in, come to have social significance and raise
high moral issues, e.g. Terence Rattigan’s The Winslow Boy, where the
supposed theft of a five shilling postal order by a naval cadet ultimately
shakes the government of the day. Or, historically, the constitutional
crisis of 1936, leading to the abdication of King Edward VIII.
Something long dormant in a man’s character may suddenly spring
into action (Macbeth).
47
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A complication suggests additional questions, often of a different
nature. New solutions may be possible, or it may now be a bad thing
for any solution on the old lines to be found: the feeling ‘Things aren’t
so simple, are they?’
In Maugham’s Home and Beauty, after the initial complication of
the return of the first husband, wrongly presumed killed in the war,
it emerges that neither husband wants to be married to the heroine.
However, the usual audience reaction to the entry of the complication
is: ‘Now what?’
Detonation
Some of the most effective complications lie in ambush for a potential
dramatic situation, then detonate it. Percival Wilde wrote:
Life is full of dramatic situations, but they may exist, without advance, for
years. The entrance of a complication is likely to project them so forcibly that
vigorous and emphatic movement results. Sometimes the complication is a last
straw; sometimes it is an opportunity long and eagerly awaited; sometimes,
coming like a thunderclap, it is a development bearing so directly upon the
situation that sudden and decisive action follows. History, biography and the
daily papers overflow with such examples.

They do indeed: the meeting of the Estates General in France in May
1789; Sarajevo in 1914; the decision to send Lenin through Germany
in a sealed train in 1917; the Nazi-Soviet Pact in August 1939; the
Ulster Civil Rights marches in 1968; Gorbachev’s 1980s reforms. . . .
In drama, one thinks of the plague and famine gripping Thebes in
Oedipus Rex; or, in King Lear, the placing of Kent in the stocks; or
Duncan’s sudden decision to stay the night at Macbeth’s castle,
immediately after confirming the witches’ words by making him Thane
of Cawdor. Without this last extraordinary combination of circumstances and timing (totally convincing though) Macbeth’s ambition
and murderousness would have slept on undisturbed. If one factor had
been missing - if Macbeth and Banquo had not been out of contact with
the rest of the army, if Cawdor had not turned traitor, if Macbeth had
met the witches after Ross delivered the news of his elevation - the
witches’ impact on him, and Lady Macbeth’s influence, would have
been less, and he would not have killed the King.
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Subject, theme,
message
____________

_____________________

Situations
Where does a writer get ideas for plays? There is a book called The 36
Dramatic Situations by Georges Polti which argues, in fact, that there
are only 36 (headings include Ambition, Revenge, Rivalry in Love,
Madness). Goethe and Schiller asserted much the same thing - indeed,
they put the number fewer. Essentially they are right. The main recurring subjects of drama total about a dozen.
Even if a writer starts with the children of his imagination - his
characters - and no plot, he will eventually have to guide them into
one. And he will find his choice restricted.
It is impossible to think of a new dramatic situation. The aim should
be to get an original angle on it, a fresh variation, a contemporary
version. The Maltese Falcon and The French Connection, for example,
are both old fashioned treasure hunts. Modern cops and robbers are
chasing treasure worth millions of dollars - in the first case a sixteenth
century golden falcon encrusted with precious gems, in the second a
consignment of heroin. It is significant that the Maltese falcon is never
found: it remains a chimera, a golden phantasm to lure men to their
graves. But what men will do to get it makes for a splendid story.
Any Hollywood film where the small-town girl meets a millionaire
in the big city is a Cinderella story (as indeed is Pygmalion).
Peter Nichols, the author of The National Health, a bitter comedy set
in a hospital ward, where patients die from time to time, was influenced
by the suspense formula of Agatha Christie’s Ten Little Indians, where
the characters are murdered one by one. Who will go next?
Big themes
‘Ideas’, though convenient, is not perhaps the right word. It could
entice the overly ambitious towards grandiose themes and concepts.
It might lead an aspiring writer to attempt a play on the theme of, say,
God Is Not Mocked, or The State versus The Individual, or The Tragedy
of Man’s Pursuit of The Unattainable. In fact the theme will take care
of itself (and may well turn out to be a very different theme from
49
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the one intended) provided the author is sparked off by something; and
this something is often a small human incident.
The theme is best inferred from the action, not stated. It is often so
deeply embedded in the writer’s subconscious that if he were asked to
state it, he could only reply that the play had said it all. The play is his
statement. This is why so few playwrights, and artists in general, are
willing to talk about the ‘meaning’ of their work.
Formulas
Instead of the grand approach to play writing, it might be better to
apply a well-tried formula such as ‘Get a man up a tree in the first act,
throw stones at him in the second, rescue him in the third’; ‘Boy meets
girl, boy loses girl, boy gets girl’; ‘Sex, class, and religion’. It is not a bad
idea on a first attempt to observe the classic unities of time, place and
action - though this is certainly a rule made to be broken.
Inspiration
Many writers have found their original inspiration in a small newspaper
item that intrigued them, a court case, perhaps, which set them thinking
what sort of man the accused was. Or a conversation overheard in a
hotel lounge, or a crossed line on the phone, or a sharp exchange in a
bus queue before the parties clammed up. Very often it is some experience of their own, perhaps not important, but containing possibilities.
Anecdotes ignite a train of thought quicker than themes, and it is
better to concentrate on them.
History, biography, psychology, science, philosophy abound in
anecdotes, incidents and cases which activate creative thought. John
Arden, for example, modelled the character of Musgrave in his play
Serjeant Musgrave’s Dance on Oliver Cromwell. A mathematical
discovery is a central ingredient of Tom Stoppard’s play Arcadia.
Dramatic concrete objects: Lady Windermere’s Fan
A concrete object is a better starting point than a universal theme. Oscar
Wilde may have wanted to write a play about the hypocrisy of society,
but it was the fan Lady Windermere’s husband gave her as a birthday
present that really captured his imagination. It threads the entire plot
together. By the end of the first act, it promises drama for the second.
At the ball, when the crucial moment of confrontation comes, Lady
Windermere’s courage fails her, and she does not strike Mrs Erlynne
with the fan. At the climax of the third act, the fan is discovered in Lord
Darlington’s rooms and almost causes a duel between him and Lord
Windermere. In the fourth act, the fan provides the pretext for Mrs
Erlynne’s return, and brings about the resolution of the play.
Additional note:
Ibsen searched the personal adverts columns of newspapers for possible
dramatic material.
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The Silver Box
John Galsworthy may have wanted to write a play about crime,
punishment and social justice, but it was the silver box that enabled
him to do it. In his play of that title, a rich young man and an unemployed
workman steal a purse and a silver cigarette box while drunk. The young
man is protected by his father’s wealth and influence. The worker is
sent to jail.
Examples abound where a dramatic concrete object is central to the
plot of a play or a novel: Caesar’s will, Desdemona’s handkerchief,
Raina’s photograph in Arms and the Man, Henry James’s golden bowl.
If a playwright is stuck for a subject, he could do worse than turn out
his pockets, and attempt a play about a ticket stub, a key ring or a pencil
sharpener.
The MacGuffin
The rationale behind Alfred Hitchcock’s best comedy film thrillers,
the thing that causes the chases, danger, excitement and suspense, is
dubbed by him as ‘the MacGuffin’. We often do not find out until the
last reel what the MacGuffin is, and by then it does not really matter.
‘The MacGuffin’, says Hitchcock, ‘is nothing at all’. It is simply an
invisible hare that sets the plot in motion and keeps it going until the
end.
Much of North by Northwest consists of a chase after a man who does
not exist. But the true MacGuffin emerges at the very end, when the
Soviet spies are caught trying to take a piece of Mexican sculpture
containing micro-film out of the country. What does the micro-film
show? We do not know or care. What matters is that the MacGuffin
is invested with enough importance by the principal characters to create
the highly entertaining story we have just witnessed. They should want
it so badly they are willing to plot feverishly to get it, and to chase after
it to the ends of the earth.
Rosebud
It is a bonus of course when the MacGuffin does have significance, e.g.
the clever device used by Orson Welles and Herman Mankiewicz in
Citizen Kane. What did the mighty newspaper magnate Charles Foster
Kane mean by his dying word ‘Rosebud’? An investigative reporter
(i.e. a detective) spends almost the entire film trying to track down the
answer. At the end he still does not know, but in the meantime we have
been enthralled by the story of Kane’s life, as related by those closest
to him. Virtually in the last shot we are let into the secret of Rosebud,
and it does suggest a valid reason for Kane’s enormous ambition. But
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its real function is to tell Kane’s life story in the form of a difficult
quest, in other words as a suspenseful dramatic action.
Experience
A playwright should write about something which interests him, or it
will not interest his audience. This is not to say: ‘Write only about what
you know’. If obeyed blindly, this strictly limits invention and imagination.
Playwrights do write about the emotions they know, of course, and a
play is very often based on a traumatic experience in the life of the
author. But to be successful here, a playwright needs a sense of detachment from that experience. In the artist, said Eliot, there should be a
strict separation between the man who suffers and the mind which
creates.
Allegory is a useful way to achieve detachment. The emotional roots
of Arthur Miller’s The Crucible are to be found in the author’s own
experiences during the McCarthy witch hunts. But he wisely set his
play in a totally different age, three centuries earlier.
What makes a classic
Although it is a bad starting point for composition, a play’s theme is
ultimately of central importance. It is basically what the play is about,
what the writer has to say.
A universal theme which never dates and has meaning for all people is
one of the ingredients which confers immortality on a play. Others are
vital characters, superb construction, great language, and irresistible
parts for actors.
Drama is about man’s basic drives for glory, wealth and power; it is
about his basic needs for food, shelter, sex and occupation; it is about
romantic love, jealousy, madness, lives shored up by illusion . . . family
conflicts, rivalries and hatreds. . . order in the state moving into chaos
then returning to order. . . crime, tyranny, wars, assassination, revolution . . . boredom. . . . All these subjects and themes have been with
mankind for a long time, and Hamlet’s definition of the purpose of
drama is still the best - to hold a mirror up to nature. It should satisfy
Marxists too, for if nature’s reflection is sufficiently cruel, stupid or
complacent, and something can be done about it, it will make the
audience angry enough to want to change the society that created those
conditions.
To fashion a mirror of life and truth is what every dramatist should
aspire to. However far below it he may fall, he should strive to create
scenes, as Dr Johnson said of Shakespeare, ‘from which a hermit may
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estimate the transactions of the world, and a confessor predict the
progress of the passions.’
Drama and politics
The political content of an exciting play or film is often discounted,
though it is its mainspring. The political corruption in Chicago in the
1920s is essential for the dramatic success of Hecht and MacArthur’s
newspaper farce-comedy The Front Page. It is the merging of several
powerful strands of international politics in a unique place at a very
particular time - December 1941, days before America entered World
War Two - that gives the film Casablanca its richness and lasting appeal.
Odd Man Out is a parable set in the unending Irish troubles. The Third
Man is steeped in the power politics of post-war Europe. O’Casey’s
early masterpieces are historical documents.
This should be remembered when it comes to more didactic plays.
Characters should not be mere mouthpieces for the author’s ‘message’.
The dialogue will descend to pamphleteering, or the recitation of editorials.
‘If you are going to write what is called a propaganda play,’ said
Howard Lindsay, ‘don’t let any character in the play know what the
propaganda is.’ Walter Kerr went a stage further and said that even the
playwright should not know what the propaganda is. Sam Goldwyn
went too far: ‘Messages are for Western Union.’
Priorities
If an author does have a strong message to get across, he must be a
dramatic artist first and a propagandist second. Otherwise his words
will be ineffective and will almost certainly bore the audience.
With no political tub-thumping whatsoever, The Voysey Inheritance
is, by implication, one of the most devastating attacks on capitalism
ever written.
Matched forces
A play suffers by being too one-sided: if one viewpoint railroads all
opposition, it lacks the vital element of equally matched, contending
forces.
Shaw
In Saint Joan, Shaw was at pains to give cogent arguments to the Maid’s
persecutors. He was so determined also that his plays should not become
Socialist tracts, and should appeal as drama, that the anti-Socialist
‘villain’ e.g. Undershaft, the armaments manufacturer in Major
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Barbara, often emerged as the hero. Shaw even has Undershaft boasting
that the true creed of the armourer is ‘Nothing is ever done in this world
until men are prepared to kill one another if it is not done.’ (It also
suited Shaw’s temperament. He enjoyed standing an idea on its head,
just as Wilde enjoyed inverting a cliché.)
Look Back in Anger
The important character of Colonel Redfern, Jimmy Porter’s fatherin-law in John Osborne’s Look Back in Anger, shows the author’s
unexpected sympathy with the golden age of Empire. The Colonel
acts as a strong counter-balance to Jimmy’s blasts against the English
upper classes and their imperial heritage (though even these tirades
contain a certain ambivalence).
Brecht, Mao Tse-tung
Brecht’s intentions in Mother Courage were the exact opposite of what
he achieved. He wanted the audience to see Courage as a rather contemptible figure living off the war, but she has come to personify the
indestructibility of the human spirit. The artist in him overcame the
didactic propagandist.
Brecht also said, in his recorded conversations, that the primary
purpose of theatre was to entertain. And Mao Tse-tung, no less,
asserted ‘Works of art which lack artistic quality have no force, however
progressive they are politically.’
Dramatic impact
Plays can indeed be explosive when the social and political content
is married to dramatic artistry. A production of Coriolanus in Paris in
1934 so enraged both Communists and Fascists that riots broke out.
Performances of Greek tragedies were suppressed by the Colonels’
regime in Greece as being subversive - 2500 years after they were
written.
Stanislavsky in 1901 happened to be acting in St Petersburg with
the Moscow Art Theatre a few hours after a student demonstration
in the city had been brutally put down. Censors sat in on the
performance to make sure nothing seditious got through. The
cumulative force of the drama began to raise the audience, already
inflamed by the events of the day, to a pitch of excitement. When the
play’s hero came to a stirring passage about truth and freedom, the dam
burst. The entire audience rose cheering from their seats, and
rushed at the stage. Stanislavsky had to shake hundreds of outstretched
hands. ‘That evening’, he wrote later, ‘I found out through my own
experience what power the theatre can exercise.’ But then the play was
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An Enemy of the People, Ibsen’s masterpiece about the triumph of the
individual conscience over the corruption and vested interests of society.
A lesser artist would not have exerted that power.
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Characterization and dialogue are areas of drama which cannot be
taught, any more than medical science can create human life. But there
are useful pointers which can be given.
Type character
It is common practice to decry the ‘type’ character, comparing it
unfavourably with the ‘individual’ well-rounded character, realized
in psychological depth.
Baker, Archer, and most commentators, tend to disdain the ‘type’.
The notable exception is Eric Bentley.
There is much value, and considerable vitality, in the old comedy of
‘humours’; in the idea that people are characterized by one ruling
passion. The idea has proved richly successful in Molière, the Roman
comic dramatists, Ben Jonson - and Shakespeare. Despite the great
complexity of Shakespeare’s finest creations, there is also a great
simplicity, and often a very clear, single, dominant passion. Greek
tragedy is full of characters which are, in fact, single dominant passions
with human identities. An audience will stand up and applaud ‘a
passion’ delivered with élan.
Humours and obsessions
The ancient tradition that there are only four main humours - choler,
melancholy, phlegm and blood - may appear far too simplified but,
taking a bold view, and regarding phlegm as ‘coldness’, can a better
description be found for the essential natures of Lear, Hamlet, Iago
and Othello?
The protagonists of Molière - Harpagon, M. Jourdain or Arnolphe are, in fact, personified obsessions. The dominant passion is the idée fixe,
a mind locked frenziedly in a single track, almost to the point of madness.
Genet, in effect, divides humanity into only two types - the dominant
and the subservient.
Farce and melodrama
Many of the stock characters of farce and melodrama have immense
56
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vitality. No one could describe Rufus T. Firefly or Otis B. Driftwood as
complex characters probed in psychological depth, yet Groucho Marx’s
wild, bizarre creations have more voltage than many ‘profound’
studies of human nature. E.g. in Monkey Business:
ANGRY HUSBAND
GROUCHO:

(suspecting Groucho is after his wife): I’m wise.
I’m wise.
You’re wise, eh? Well, what’s the capital of
Nebraska? What’s the capital of the Chase
National Bank? Give up? Now for an easy one.
How many Frenchmen can’t be wrong? . . .

The colourful personages of the Commedia dell’ Arte have countless
offspring in world drama.
Touring companies in Britain and America always had to include a
Soubrette, a Low Comedian, an Adventuress, an Old Man, a Juvenile,
an Ingénue and other standard types.
The Pilgrim’s Progress
An apprentice playwright is on surer ground if he thinks less about
creating complex characters, and more about, say, the single-qualitied
personages of The Pilgrim’s Progress; the prototypes in the work of
the ancient Greek authors Menander and Theophrastus; Victorian
melodrama; the characters of very successful television situation
comedy; or even the dwarfs in Snow White - the principle is the same.
Even in the psychological realms of Ibsen or the subtleties of Chekhov,
there are mistaken assumptions. Chekhov usually has a traditional
villain, e.g. Soliony, who brings about a tragic turn of events. And, for
all her complexities, Hedda Gabler can be viewed as a traditional
villainess. Psychologists themselves type-cast people.
Stereotypes
A warning is needed though. The stock character is justified only on
the grounds of its vitality. If it does not spring to life, the result is far
worse than a careful observation of an unusual person which does not
quite make it as valid characterization. We are left with the boring
stereotype, the cipher which inhabits so many bad plays, unoriginal,
one-dimensional, based on received ideas of what motivates people.
It is also a good idea to avoid a relentless procession of abstractions
marching across the stage: Man; the Human Condition; Fate; Virtue;
Guilt; the Future; Wisdom. . . . Invariably, bringing up the rear will be
another - Disaster.
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The stereotype was condemned by Congreve who said it required
little more than a good memory and superficial observation. A very
accurate dissection of nature was needed to portray a true Humour
which he defined as ‘a singular and unavoidable manner of doing or
saying anything, peculiar and natural to one man only; by which his
speech and actions are distinguished from those of other men’. Only
talent can reproduce this, and talent is unteachable. A would-be writer
has that searching insight into human nature, intuitive grasp of truth,
X-ray vision, call it what you will - or he does not.
Individualization
Whatever his method, the playright seeks to individualize his characters,
to differentiate them, so that the audience immediately senses two or
more minds interacting.
It must always be a character that speaks, asserted Ben Hecht,
the American comic dramatist, not a line born of another line.
Contrasted characters
Contrasted characters have already been mentioned as a dramatic
device. It is a favourite technique of dramatists. Why is this? Human
nature is full of contradictions. They are to be found in everyone, but
they are especially marked in the case of the dramatist. Within himself
he may find doubt and certainty, cruelty and compassion, commitment
to a political philosophy and rebellion against any form of commitment, romantic love and cynical lechery, masculine and feminine
elements. He often strives to resolve his internal conflicts and reach the
truth in dramatic form. Embodying two extremes in contrasting
characters is one way of doing this. Ibsen was both Gregers Werle and
Hjalmar Ekdal; Chekhov was both Trigorin and Konstantin;
Shakespeare was both Othello and Iago.
But the practical reason, in terms of technique, is that the action of
the play is strikingly braced by contrasted characters. It becomes more
clear-cut and decisive. And the audience is not put into a fog of confusion about who is doing what and why.
Examples: Hamlet
Hamlet is contrasted with conventional men of action - Fortinbras and
Laertes - and also with his best friend. The Prince’s wild exultant
delight at the success of his play is countered by a laconic Horatio who
sees that his manic mood is dangerous. Hamlet improvises a few lines
of doggerel to prove he would make a player:
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You might have rhymed.
O good Horatio, I’ll take the ghost’s word for a thousand
pound. Didst perceive?
Very well, my lord.
Upon the talk of the poisoning I did very well note him.

Othello
Two very different women in Othello are defined by their .contrasting
attitudes to sex. Desdemona can hardly credit that some wives are
unfaithful to their husbands.
DESDEMONA:
EMILIA:
DESDEMONA:
EMILIA:

Wouldst thou do such a deed for all the world?
Why, would not you?
No, by this heavenly light!
Nor I neither by this heavenly light:
I might do’t as well i’ th’ dark.

Endless combinations
None of the foregoing denies the immense range of human character
and temperament, and the endless combinations of its component
powers and defects, inclinations and aversions which individualize
men, nor how an individual can be torn by contending emotions.
No man or woman’s character is fixed and immutable, which is
antagonistic to the nature of drama. As we have seen, a character can
change a good deal from act to act, and indeed before our very eyes. A
good play is alive from minute to minute, it is in a constant state of flux.
It cannot stand still, nor the characters in it. The tension of ambiguity
will operate in addition. Two contradictory elements can exist in the
same character and be held together at one instant. Turn the prism and
he is a different person.
A National Theatre production note on the paradox of The Misanthrope: A Radical says Alceste is a satirist; a Conservative says Alceste
is the subject of Molière’s satire.
Public and private
A character’s behaviour will often change with the numbers of people
present. Soliony in Chekhov’s Three Sisters is agreeable to Baron
Tusenbach in private but admits he becomes insulting in company.
Cordelia’s refusal in King Lear to profess her undivided love for her
father has drastic consequences mainly because it is such a public
occasion.
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A man’s conduct can also be affected by the nature of those present.
An ambitious young officer is more likely to take medal-winning risks
on the battlefield if he knows he is within range of his General’s
binoculars. A man will probably be on his best behaviour in the presence of the woman he loves; if he is a perverse character, he will be
at his worst. School children will often be different people with their
parents, their teachers, their friends. A hen-pecked husband can be a
tyrant at work, and vice versa. The dramatist will deploy his characters
on stage to underscore any such changes.
A splendid historical example was Lloyd George who, with chameleon
wizardry, absorbed the personality of anyone he was with, and in effect
became them. One of his enemies was asked what he was like when he
was in a room alone. The reply was: ‘When Lloyd George is in a room
alone, the room is empty.’
Unveiling
Instead of a working distinction between the Type and the Individual,
it is probably better to distinguish between the character who is all
there from the word go - he leaps out at you - and the character who is
slowly revealed.
At the heart of much character creation is the idea of ‘development’.
Archer had a better word for it: ‘unveiling’. The crisis of the play may
produce a visible alteration in the protagonist’s character, but this is
really a supreme manifestation of character, revealing something that
was present all along but hidden to the audience. A drama, says Archer,
should bring out character as a photographer’s chemicals develop a
negative. There, literally, is the ideal use of the word ‘development’
when applied to characterization. The character has many layers and
only gradually discloses his identity. We do not see him whole until the
play is complete. The process again constitutes Action.
To paraphrase Ibsen: We know the characters at first as we would
strangers on a train, then after spending a month’s holiday with them,
finally after a long and close acquaintance.
Kenneth Tynan insisted that a play’s characters should be driven to
a state of desperation.
Other sides
What the process often reveals are the redeeming features of knaves or
fools, and the unpleasant side of good characters. A supposedly weak
character will rise to occasion. A four-letter man may, at the play’s
climax, be the only character with enough strength and courage to deal
with a fatal emergency. In Boucicault’s London Assurance, Sir Harcourt
Courtly is assumed by the characters and audience to be a fop and a
Additional later example:
A fine instance of the gradual unveiling of character is Tom Stoppard’s more
recent play about the poet and Latin scholar A. E. Housman, The Invention of
Love. The man’s life, mind and work are revealed in slow, necessary stages, until
by the end the audience knows him completely. His introverted nature is contrasted
in the play with his flamboyant contemporary Oscar Wilde, but Stoppard convinces
us that Housman was equally interesting as a man and artist, perhaps more so.
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coward, but he startles all by accepting the challenge to a duel.
Crampton in You Never Can Tell is painted in very harsh colours by
his family, and Shaw for a time appears to concur with this view, until
M’Comas’s long speech in his defence in the third act. After this we
understand and sympathize with Crampton much more. George Booth
in The Voysey Inheritance is a jovial, pleasant old fellow when things
are going well, a great friend of the family, but when he learns what the
firm has done to his money he becomes darkly vengeful, a man of spite.
The principle of balance and perspective in characterization, ‘roundness’ if you like, is again related to the idea of two opposing forces held
in a state of tension, one of the basic tenets of action and suspense.
Audience reaction
Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides did not create the laws of dramatic
construction, since those laws exist in the passions and the sympathies of the
human race. (Bronson Howard, late 19th century American dramatist.)

An audience must respond positively to the characters in a play - react
with feeling, not be indifferent to them. The responses can be wideranging - love, hate, compassion, fear, admiration, derision, fascination, curiosity. So, in a melodrama, the audience cheers the hero,
hisses the villain and swoons over the heroine.
Empathy
Empathy on the part of the audience is essential for successful characterization. We must feel with the protagonist if not for him. We must
understand to some extent what motivates him. We must know crucial
facts about him. Sympathy is not essential, but it can grow out of
understanding. Macbeth, Richard III, Hedda Gabler and Rebecca West
are nowhere likeable characters. But, by the end of the play we know
them, we have merged our own existence in theirs, we have shared their
climactic life experience. We feel compassion for them, and in a way,
yes, we even sympathize with them.
How does a playwright involve his audience thus in the fate of his
characters?
The strength of feeling in the audience is usually equal to that evidenced on stage - and the strength of feeling there is usually determined
by how strongly the driver wants to achieve his goal. We share his
inner turbulence, we are caught up in what he is striving to do, we are
infected by his passion. We appreciate his forceful self-awareness, his
sense of identity. He might paraphrase Descartes, ‘I want: therefore I
am.’
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Sympathy
If we the audience think he deserves what he wants so badly, if his desire
is just, natural and human, then we take his part completely; we are
hopeful when it looks as though he will get what he longs for, fearful
when not. This is about as near to a definition of ‘sympathy’ for a
character as we are likely to achieve. It is certainly not a question of
goodies and baddies. You can have dislikeable worthies and likeable
rogues.
Identification
There are simple, fun identifications, where the hero is a projection
of a man’s fantasies. The theatrical experience can be therapeutic:
problems in one’s own life can be exchanged for those of characters
in the play. There is the fearful identification - ‘There but for the grace
of God go I’. Or the stage can be a comic mirror where each member
of the audience sees everyone reflected except himself.
But the process is really a mystery. We know what it is to be shaken
to the core by a dramatic experience, drained of all emotion. The
Aristotelian catharsis has it that we are ‘purged by pity and terror’.
But no one can say how it is done.
Lessing
The playwright’s need, wrote Lessing, is ‘to transfer himself from the
viewpoint of a narrator into the real standpoint of each personage; to
let passions arise before the eyes of the audience instead of simply
describing them; and to let them grow up without effort in such illusory
continuity that the spectator must sympathize, whether he will or no.’
In the final analysis this cannot be taught. It is inborn.
Character in action
Character is best revealed through illustrative action. If we are shown
some revealing incident, it will pin that character down more surely
than any amount of laborious description. James Tyrone’s meanness in
Long Day’s Journey into Night is emphasized by his turning out most of
the electric lights in the house.
In The Barretts of Wimpole Street, Barrett’s tyranny is soon established when he forces his favourite daughter Elizabeth to drink a
tankard of porter to help her invalid condition. In You Never Can Tell,
Bohun orders people not to interrupt, but constantly interrupts people
himself.
Falstaff ’s character is instantly caught on his first appearance (Henry
IV Pt. One. Act I, Scene 2), rousing himself after a heavy bout of
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drinking, and asking Prince Hal what time of day it is. One stage
tradition has the Prince catching him asleep on a bench.
It is a Hollywood maxim that the villain in a Western should be
identified on his first appearance by having him kick a dog.
The character of Felix in Neil Simon’s The Odd Couple, which is about
two men who have broken up with their wives and are sharing an apartment, is illustrated by the wifely role he adopts. He is extremely house
proud, cooks proper meals, demands regular hours, and prepares
sandwiches of fastidious delicacy for the poker group.
The Princess’s neurotic, imperious personality is immediately
evidenced in Tennessee Williams’ Sweet Bird of Youth, when she emerges
from her coma and wildly demands her oxygen mask, pills and vodka.
Stanley Kowalski’s boorishness in A Streetcar Named Desire is
shown in many ways but notably in the way he treats property - throwing the radio out of the window, hurling Blanche’s furs about, smashing
the supper plates. The gentle Mitch, who has been kind to Blanche,
turns cruel when Stanley gives him proof of her wild promiscuity. The
action which best illustrates this is when, in order to get a proper look
at her, he rips the paper lantern off the light bulb so that the harsh light
can shine directly down on her ageing face.
Deference
Character is often illustrated by the deference - or lack of it - paid to
each other by the personages. Falstaff, for all his jocularity, has a
fundamental deference to Prince Hal, compared with Hal’s habitual
disrespect towards him.
As already shown, in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, Edward Albee
early establishes George and Martha’s characters by the contempt with
which she treats him, and his failure to be stung by this (until he is
pushed beyond endurance).
Consistency and tone
If someone in a play speaks or acts grossly out of character, it destroys
plausibility. This is not to stipulate absolute consistency of character,
which can cramp a writer, and spell death to many an original and
challenging interpretation by an actor. But if an audience is confused,
and irritated and bored by a blatant inconsistency, that can only be
counted as a serious loss. There are of course capricious characters
who are in the habit of acting inconsistently, in which case the playwright should establish this early.
The principle applies to the tone of a play as a whole. It should not
switch jarringly from one form of drama to another. Ibsen’s early play
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The League of Youth, for example, begins as a telling political satire,
then lurches wildly into a farce about philandering.
Likes and dislikes
Strong opinions, likes and dislikes define a character, but they must be
realized in action if that character is to move the play forward. If it is
the author’s intention to portray a hypocrite, of course, his opinions
will be shown to be hollow.
A character’s whole set of values can in fact be conveyed by one or
two remarks e.g., the waiter in You Never Can Tell (see example, page
75).
Interlude
Once the behaviour of characters is established and their speech
patterns known, it is possible to predict how the dramatis personae
would react in all kinds of situations. Certainly the more sharply
defined the characters, the more susceptible they become to parody.
Consider the tragic quartet of Eugene O’Neill’s Long Day’s Journey
into Night, based very closely on the bitter feuds within his own family:
the famed American actor James O’Neill, too mean to get his son
Eugene, the future dramatist, cured of tuberculosis; the drunken playboy brother; the morphine-addicted mother. How would they regard
Eugene, now he has joined them across the Great Divide? In Elysium,
the scene of my burlesque, nothing would have changed.
Eugene’s pay-off
EUGENE:
JAMES O’NEILL:

EUGENE:
JAMES O’NEILL:

EUGENE:
JAMES O’NEILL:

We are the fog people . . .
Let’s have none of that morbid, decadent talk.
There’s no fog here, lad. It’s eternal sunlight in
God’s blessed fields.
That should save you something in electric light bills.
Oh I could see that poisonous crack coming! You
turned me into a fine boozy ham actor and tightwad
for my Lord Laurence Olivier to make a mockery of.
But Edwin Booth told me only the other day that I
played Othello better than Laurence Olivier ever did.
His very words.
Father, I wrote that play out of love and pity for you.
That’s a lie! You did it to make capital out of our
sufferings. And you lied I was sending you to die in
a cheap sanatorium, when you lived another forty
years and won great riches and glory. Thank God
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I’ve kept it from your mother. They’ve given her the
cold turkey treatment here. If she ever got to read
your play she’d go right back on the needle again.
(Enter Eugene’s elder brother

stinking drunk.)

Cheer up, kid. I love your guts. Pass the booze. You
wrote some harsh things about us. But I know you
never meant it. That’s why I gave Mother a copy of
Long Day’s Journey into Night as a fun birthday
present.

JAMIE:

(EUGENE and
EUGENE:
JAMIE:

(Enter

JAMIE,

JAMES SENIOR

rise in horror.)

Jamie, you bastard!
You were right, kid. I do hate your guts. Now
Mother will know who’s the real louse in the family!

MRS ELLA QUINLAN O’NEILL,

MRS O’NEILL:
JAMIE:
MRS O’NEILL:

glassy-eyed, stoned on morphine.)

The Archangels were so kind to me yesterday . . .
‘I wandered lonely as a cloud . . .’
I told them all things seemed to stretch forward in
timeless serenity . . . Then something horrible
happened. Yes, I remember now. I was given a copy
of a play written by my son, Eugene . . .

(JAMES SENIOR looks in black fury at EUGENE.
his head in shame).

JAMIE

gloats. EUGENE hangs

Adequate motivation
A character’s motivation should be adequate and logical. Inadequate
motivation occurs when the conduct of the people in the play does not
seem to grow out of their characters. They are the creatures of any
situation into which the dramatist wishes to thrust them.
In a good play it is the characters who generate the action. They have
a life and a will of their own. But, all too often, in inferior work, the
author pushes them on, and takes them off when he wants, moves them
to places he wants them to be, shoves them into conflicts and forces the
conclusion which he, the puppet-master, desires. And that is the way the
characters come across - as puppets, not living people. Oedipus drives
himself into the abyss. Sophocles does not order him there.
A good writer, finding himself in a ‘block’, where his dramatic
situation will not work, knows it is almost certainly because he is
forcing his characters. He stops, looks at them more closely, imagines
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their past history, invents new characters. His problem often eases with
new reasons for action. Situations are born out of character. Indeed,
Galsworthy said: ‘Character is situation’.
Explanations
Explanations for a character’s conduct need to be skilfully deployed.
Richard III’s crooked and deformed body is certainly one plausible
motive for his lust after power and majesty. It is significant that Hedda
Gabler’s father was a General. It accounts to some extent for her
contempt for Tesman. She has married beneath her socially, and Tesman
is clearly her father’s inferior in character. The same applies in Who’s
Afraid of Virginia Woolf ? where Martha’s father, whom she reveres, is
President of the University and much more successful than her husband
George. In Chekhov’s Three Sisters, Soliony’s self-identification with
the romantic poet Lermontov, who was killed in a duel, helps explain
why he will tolerate no rival for Irina, and at the play’s end kills
Tusenbach in a duel.
Glib motivations
There is a contrasting danger of glib, or hyper-analytical motivation.
All too often a character’s ‘motives’ are grafted on to the body of the
play as an extraneous commentary or explanation by the author,
sometimes unrelated to anything we have seen the character do.
As mentioned, too much importance, even in the greatest drama, can
be attached to the motives of characters: as if the fact that they are
tremendously alive were not in itself sufficient.
Lear
Why is King Lear choleric, tyrannical and obsessed with his daughters?
It is enough that he is so. It would doubtless be convenient for some if
Shakespeare had inserted a speech stating that Lear’s dead Queen had
been unfaithful to him, and that Cordelia was the only child he knew
for certain was his own. But he did not.
Who cares about Jimmy Porter’s motives, or lack of them, in John
Osborne’s Look Back in Anger? The point is that he is extremely vibrant
and funny.
Iago
Volumes have been written about Iago’s motives. Even Shakespeare
supplies him with three or four (see pp. 69-70). But any audience, given
a good performance, will not worry unduly. They simply recognize
Iago as one of nature’s destroyers.
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Hamlet
It is eternally asked ‘Why did Hamlet delay?’ ‘Was he mad?’ But why
should he not delay? Tom Stoppard satirizes the theorists in Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern are Dead:
To sum up: your father, whom you love, dies, you are his heir, you come back
to find that hardly was the corpse cold before his young brother popped on to
his throne and into his sheets, thereby offending both legal and natural practice.
Now why exactly are you behaving in this extraordinary manner?

Dynamic motivation
Genuine motivation is built into the action. The audience for example
may see something happen in Act One which creates a strong motive
for events in Act Three.
Proctor’s guilt because of his adultery with Abigail in The Crucible
directly affects the way he behaves in the court hearing at the play’s
climax.
The Master Builder
In Ibsen’s The Master Builder, Hilde Wangel’s first encounter with
Solness, ten years before the play begins, when she was only thirteen,
is a vital motivating force throughout the drama. She had nearly
caused the great builder to fall off his church tower by waving and
screaming with excitement as he placed a wreath on top of it; and his
flirtation with her later that day was clearly for her a sexual awakening.
In the first act she arrives as an alluring young temptress of 23 to claim
the ‘kingdom’ he promised her. She soon becomes his driving demon.
At the play’s end, Solness falls to his death from the spire of his last
building which she has challenged him to climb.
Rosmersholm
In Ibsen’s Rosmersholm, Rebecca West’s motivations are complex, but
it convincingly emerges that, because she succeeded one woman (her
mother) with Dr. West, she was impelled to repeat the process with
Rosmer, driving his wife Beata to suicide.
Concealed motives
The concealment of motives - one cloaking another - where a character
may deceive himself as well as others is good dramatic material,
whether in tragedy or comedy, particularly when the truth is finally
sprung. Jealousy and spite masquerading as moral indignation; a
marked concern for a woman’s reputation and safety which conceals a
sexual interest in her; an obsession with the fine print of a political
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party’s constitution masking a power struggle for the leadership; a
fierce puritanical zeal which has its roots in sexual repression; a psychopath or emotional cripple finding an outlet and justification for his
murderous impulses in political extremism.
The probable impossibility
An audience will swallow far more at the beginning of a play than it
will later on. It will accept an absurd premise in the first fifteen minutes,
provided it is worked through logically. The first scene of King Lear is
not very credible, but this does not bother an audience. From then on
the play has a ruthless logic and inevitability. Lear’s rage against
Cordelia may not be plausible, but it makes entirely plausible his rage
against Goneril and Regan later. And if anyone, having read the play
completely through, goes straight back to the first scene, it will then
seem far more plausible. Once we know him, that sudden violent
rejection of one so dear to him is just the sort of thing Lear would do.
There are few more absurd premises in drama than that of Oedipus
Rex. The American writer and cartoonist Feiffer once showed the
blinded Oedipus in black glasses telling his analyst: ‘You should talk
to my daughter. Boy, has she got problems.’ (Is not Antigone her own
aunt?) But the logic of the play is fireproof. It is like a scientific proposition which says: ‘Given such and such, the chain of consequences
will be thus and thus.’ And it will inevitably be so.
Aristotle put it in the form of a paradox: ‘A probable impossibility
is preferable to an improbable possibility.’ If a strange thing has
actually happened, that is not enough to make an audience buy it.
But a dramatist can make an audience accept something never likely
to happen, provided he works through his premise logically. Ghost
stories, fairy tales, animal stories, science fiction all confirm the point.
Coincidence
Far-fetched coincidences are to be avoided, but they too can work if
introduced early. It is an incredible coincidence that Elyot and Amanda
in Coward’s Private Lives should find themselves in adjoining balcony
rooms on their second honeymoons. The audience accepts it however,
because it comes at the start of the play.
Deus ex Machina
A Deus ex Machina - the intervention of divine providence, or an
authoritarian figure who disentangles the plot when the author himself
cannot do it - has little to recommend it. Even the greatest dramatists
are not free from the fault, e.g. Molière’s Tartuffe, where Louis XIV
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sorts everything out at the end of the play.
Entrances and exits
The playwright watches the practical difficulties of getting his characters
on and off. Entrances and exits should be logical, in character and wellmotivated. O’Neill (to be serious) manages this skilfully in Long Day’s
Journey. He brings about permutations of duologues between the four
members of the Tyrone family, involving confidences the others are not
allowed to hear.
Entrances and exits often denote character: the patsy in a Neil
Simon or Ayckbourn farce who blunders in at precisely the wrong
moment; the calm, collected first entrance of a dangerous man, and the
silence he produces - Dick Dudgeon in the first act of Shaw’s The
Devil’s Disciple; the final exit of the humiliated Malvolio in Twelfth
Night, snarling ‘I’ll be revenged on the whole pack of you!’; Sheridan
Whiteside is wheeled in by the nurse in The Man Who Came to Dinner,
and, not one to mince words, his first line in the play is ‘I may vomit’.
Characters talking about each other
A character talking about himself; two characters talking about each
other; two characters talking about a third who is not present - these
are inferior to illustrative action, but they can be skilfully employed.
Self exposition is very common in Chekhov, and it works because of
the amusing contrast between the character’s total immersion in himself
and the indifference of the company around him. But generally it
should be avoided. As Baker says: ‘When a character stands outside
itself, describing what it feels, the speaker is really the author in
disguise, describing what he is incompetent, from lack of sympathetic
power, to phrase with simple, moving accuracy.’
Characters talking about others off stage can be effective, because
at the same time the speaker defines himself, as Cassius does when he
vilifies Caesar. When Portia or Célimène talk scathingly of their suitors,
they summon up graphic portraits of the characters being assassinated,
and at the same time illustrate the caustic wit of their own natures.
The characters in Hedda Gabler define themselves while talking about
Loevborg.
Iago’s first diatribe
While remembering that one character’s opinion of another is not
necessarily the dramatist’s, Iago’s first major speech in the opening
scene of Othello is an impressive example. It defines himself, Othello
and Cassio. He exhibits his own jealous vindictive fury that he, a
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combat soldier, has been passed over by Othello, who has chosen a
smooth staff officer, Cassio, to be his Lieutenant. It seems Iago is a
person of some consequence because ‘three great ones of the city’
petitioned Othello on his behalf, though without success. (He may be
lying of course, but at this stage of the play we have no reason to doubt
him.)
Iago defines Othello as bombastic, ‘horribly stuffed with epithets of
war’ (no bad description), and mimics him, a clever device by which a
character on stage can bring one absent to life: ‘ “Certes”, says he, “I
have already chose my officer.” ’ (In the National Theatre production
of 1964 Frank Finlay here slipped into an imitation of Olivier.) Iago
also defines Cassio who is ‘almost damned in a fair wife’ (a hint of the
plot to come), and who ‘never set a squadron in the field, Nor the division of a battle knows More than a spinster’. On the other hand he, Iago,
has proved himself on several fields of battle. Indirectly, the speech
also defines Roderigo, to whom it is addressed: the gullible sidekick,
hanging on his master’s utterances, who has his own reasons for hating
Othello. (Note: The speech has divided great Shakespearean critics.
Bradley in effect says it is all lies, Granville Barker that Shakespeare
intended us to take it substantially at its face value. What is undeniable
is that Iago drives the play off with force, providing us rapidly with
sharp characterizations of the chief male actors in the tragedy.)
Emphasis
The technique is also important for emphasis. Shakespeare does not
allow us to forget Hamlet when he is off stage because the other characters keep talking about him.
It is generally a good idea to delay the appearance of the central
character, and prepare the way for his entrance with a certain amount of
discussion about him.
Talk about characters who never appear can be vivid - as John
Osborne proved in Look Back in Anger; and in The Hotel in Amsterdam,
the all-pervasive hero ‘KL’ was never seen.
Pitfalls
However, characters talking about other characters off stage or to their
face can go badly wrong. A common result is that a man will listen to
theories about his character placed in the mouths of other characters
by the playwright. Pamela in Osborne’s Time Present says about such
plays: ‘People sit around and make up Freudian epigrams about one
another. It’s written by someone thinking about writing it, instead of
thinking about whatever it is about.’
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It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the best way to show
character is by illustrative action.
Economy
The display of character has to be kept within very strict limits in
drama. Much excellent portrayal of character, which the novel has
time for, is prevented in a play by the demands of plot, dialogue, subject matter, and the play’s length of performance. The number of lines
any character has to say is limited to what bears on the play as a whole
and advances the action.
Ibsen is especially remarkable for the tautness and economy of his
construction. There is hardly a single superfluous line in Hedda Gabler.
Each one illuminates character and advances the action. Indeed, the
distinction between plot and character becomes invisible in any
really good play.
Superfluous characters should be cut out. A good playwright compacts as much as possible. If two or even three characters can be compressed into one, it makes his play that much tighter. And he will
certainly earn the thanks of actors who dislike coming on for one or
two lines only. Cameo parts must be essential to the plot.
Relationships
Characters do not exist in isolation. They reveal themselves in relationships. It is the effect they have on each other, the way they interact,
influence, change each other, and the whole course of the action - this
is what counts.
ANTONY:
CLEOPATRA:
ANTONY:
CLEOPATRA:

ANTONY:
CLEOPATRA:

You’ll heat my blood: no more!
You can do better yet; but this is meetly.
Now by my sword And target. Still he mends.
But this is not the best. Look, prithee, Charmian,
How this Herculean Roman does become
The carriage of his chafe.
I’ll leave you, lady.
Courteous lord, one word . . .

Bending the mind
The most potent Shakespearean image is not really one of conflict, but
of a mouth whispering urgently into an ear - someone being ‘got at’.
Brutus and Cassius; Macbeth and Lady Macbeth; Othello and Iago;
Coriolanus and Volumnia.
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BRUTUS:
CASSIUS:
BRUTUS:

What means this shouting? I do fear the people
Choose Caesar for their king.
Ay, do you fear it?
Then must I think you would not have it so.
I would not, Cassius; yet I love him well.
But wherefore do you hold me here so long?

MACBETH:
LADY MACBETH:

If we should fail, We fail!
But screw your courage to the sticking-place,
And we’ll not fail.

Perhaps Hamlet’s real tragedy was to be urged on only by a ghost.
After it vanished, he was left alone and incapable of decisive action.
Obstacles to love
It is worth noting that the most memorable love relationships in plays
are not those of mutual adoration (which translates dully to the stage)
but sexual antagonism: Beatrice and Benedick in Much Ado About
Nothing; Mirabell and Millamant in The Way of the World; Célimène
and Alceste in The Misanthrope; John Tanner and Ann Whitefield in
Shaw’s Man and Superman; Elyot and Amanda in Coward’s Private
Lives; George and Martha in Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?; films
such as The Owl and the Pussycat and A Touch of Class.
The attraction expresses itself through hostility. The obstacles do not
need to come from outside. They are grounded in the personalities of
the protagonists. As a result, their dialogue has more wit, sprightliness
and entertainment value than the cooing of two love birds. ‘I love you’:
‘I love you too’ is not very promising dialogue. The parties are too much
in agreement.
In order to make a traditional romance work in drama, there must be
an obstacle. In fact, the more in tune the partners are, the greater the
external obstacle needs to be. Romeo and Juliet are star-crossed. Even
their most famous love scene contains an obstacle - the balcony.
Barrett is the obstacle to Elizabeth and Robert Browning’s happiness. A
gulf of two centuries separates the lovers in the time play Berkeley
Square. In the classic weepie, Random Harvest, the obstacle is the hero’s
amnesia.
As far as drama is concerned, the course must indeed never run
smooth. The audience must ask - Will love conquer all? Will boy get
girl?
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Waste
The operation of suspense line by line in a love scene is well illustrated in
Granville Barker’s Waste, written in 1906, but very modern in its
attitudes. The question is: will Henry Trebell and Mrs Amy O’Connell,
who are both guests at a weekend house party, go to bed together?
They tease and manoeuvre, but neither really knows the answer. They
are attracted, but Amy’s fears and Trebell’s cold-blooded approach
are the obstacles.
AMY:

TREBELL:
AMY:
TREBELL:
AMY:
TREBELL:
AMY:
TREBELL:
AMY:

I don’t want to tempt you. Yes, I do. But you don’t look
one bit . . . even now . . . as if you were in love with me.
Yes, you do . . . yes, you do. But you’ve not said you
love me. Why don’t you say so?
I’ll say whatever’s necessary.
Don’t gibe! I hate you when you gibe. Not even asked
me if I love you!
Don’t you? Do you? Don’t you?
We don’t mean the same thing by it, I’m afraid.
It comes to the same thing.
Henry . . . you have a coarse mind! No . . .
I’ll have nothing to do with you.
Very well.
I won’t be played with . . .
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Dialogue

____________

The primary purpose of good dramatic dialogue is to state clearly the
facts which advance the action of the play. Its basic form is to be found
in the Latin mass or catechism - a simple statement and response, or a
question and answer technique.
The form has been, and is still used to great effect by the Commedia
dell’ Arte, Molière, court-room dramas, detective stories, stand-up
comedians.
Dialogue should grow out of a previous speech or action and lead
into another. It is like a good scene sequence. Usually there is some
momentary point of rest, a way-station that a particular passage of
dialogue was making towards. Then it kicks forward again.
Mourning Becomes Electra
The first part of Eugene O’Neill’s Mourning Becomes Electra has the
following passage where townspeople and workers on the Mannon
estate see Christine come out on the steps of the house:
MINNIE:
LOUISA:
MINNIE:
AMES:

MINNIE:
LOUISA:

AMES:

My! She’s awful handsome, ain’t she?
Too furrin lookin’ fur my taste.
Ayeh. There’s somethin’ queer-lookin’ about her face.
Secret lookin’ - ’s if it was a mask she’d put on. That’s
the Mannon look. They all has it. They grow it on their
wives. Seth’s growed it on too, didn’t you notice - from
bein’ with ’em all his life. They don’t want folks to guess
their secrets.
Secrets?
The Mannons got skeletons in their closets same as
others! Worse ones. (whispers to AMES) Tell Minnie about
old Abe Mannon’s brother David marryin’ that French
Canuck nurse girl he’d got into trouble.
Ssshh! Shut it, can’t you? Here’s Seth comin’.

The point that O’Neill wants to make is the scandal about the
Mannon brother and the French Canadian nurse. Having reached it,
74
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he cuts off suddenly, changes tack in order to whet curiosity. But the
passage is still directed naturally, and in character, towards that end,
starting with the simple comment that Christine is a handsome woman.
The operative words which form an associative chain are ‘handsome’ ‘foreign-looking’ - ‘queer-looking’ - ‘secret-looking’ - ‘secrets’ ‘skeletons’ - then the fact about the scandal. One line leads on to
another and advances the scene. The expository point advances the
action.
The lines of the dialogue should be in character and express the
character’s mood. As stressed before, it must always be a person that
speaks, not the mere shadow or echo of the preceding line.
You Never Can Tell
Here is an extract from the embarrassing family reunion at lunch in
the second act of Shaw’s You Never Can Tell.
DOLLY:
WAITER
M’COMAS
WAITER

M’COMAS
WAITER:

Is your son a waiter too, William?
(serving GLORIA with fowl): Oh no, miss: he’s too
impetuous. He’s at the Bar.
(patronizingly): A potman, eh?
(with a touch of melancholy, as if recalling a
disappointment softened by time): No, sir: the other bar.
Your profession, sir. A QC, sir.
(embarrassed): I’m sure I beg your pardon.
Not at all, sir. Very natural mistake, I’m sure, sir.
I’ve often wished he was a potman, sir. Would have
been off my hands ever so much sooner, sir. (Aside to
VALENTINE, who is again in difficulties) Salt at your elbow,
sir. (Resuming) Yes, sir: had to support him until he was
thirty-seven, sir. But doing well now, sir: very satisfactory
indeed, sir. Nothing less than fifty guineas, sir.

It is a characteristic of young Dolly Clandon that she asks pert
questions. It is one of the things which brings her to life as a character.
It also makes her a natural asset to the play’s exposition. The waiter
answers her question, and Dolly does not speak again here. She has
served Shaw’s purpose, which is to introduce the subject of the son’s
job. There is now a small gear change in the dialogue.
M’Comas, the family solicitor, misinterprets the word ‘Bar’. Shaw
engineers this for several reasons. He wants to illustrate M’Comas’s
character - jumping to wrong conclusions, the condescension, then the
embarrassment. He also wants to illustrate the character of the waiter,
who has a notably contrasting set of values, takes no offence whatever,
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but is sensitive to M’Comas’s embarrassment and skilfully eases it. The
mistake also leads to the emphasis of a significant point. The waiter’s
gentle revelation that his son is a QC is stronger for coming in the form
of a contradiction.
The subject might then be closed, but Shaw wants it kept open.
M’Comas keeps it open for him by apologizing. The waiter is kind to
him - ‘I’ve often wished he was a potman, sir’ (true) - but then has to
explain why. This leads to further information Shaw wishes to impart
about the QC son - who is to become the dominant character of the
play’s final act. We already know he is ‘impetuous’. The fact that the
waiter had to support his son until he was thirty-seven (which is almost
what Shaw’s mother did with Shaw) is amusing but, in the context of
the play as a whole, which has some important things to say about
parental and filial duties, it does have a serious purpose.
‘Salt at your elbow, sir’ again illustrates the waiter’s character - his
antennae are alive to everything going on about him. The sentences of
dramatic dialogue do not have to be grammatically complete. There is
no ‘He’ before ‘would have been . . .’ There is no ‘He earns’ before
‘nothing less . . .’ This is the way people talk in life. The speech patterns
of the waiter are also characteristics that endow him with life. His
way of ending every sentence with ‘sir’, his fondness for ‘very’ and
‘indeed’. It gives a gentle rhythm to his speech which is uniquely his own.
Emotionalized speech
Dramatic dialogue consists in the main of emotionalized speech. The
facts by themselves are generally colourless. Feeling must be present in
the writing for it to reach out to the audience and involve them in the
action. In the above example from O’Neill, fear and awe can be sensed
in the characters’ voices.
The highest flights of dramatic speech are so charged with emotion
that the audience is conscious only of blasts of passion. The actual
words become jets of fire.
There are inevitable exceptions. Communication of facts in a dry,
unemotional way, e.g. a surgeon spelling out to a man that he has
inoperable cancer, can be very dramatic.
It may help towards variety and contrast of mood in play writing
to recall the extent and variety of human feeling. Spinoza lists 48
different emotions in his Ethics. Critical gibes like Dorothy Parker’s
‘She ran the whole gamut of her emotions from A to B’ may well not
be the fault of the actors at all. The playwright never gave them the
chance to show what they could do.
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The playwright has to find the buried river of the emotions and then work as an
engineer, damming it here, deflecting it there, but always making the fullest use
of its natural power. (Eric Bentley.)

Link words
Dramatic dialogue can create a skilful cats-cradle of words which keeps
a play in motion. In Congreve’s The Way of the World, Mirabell and
Millamant often pick up each other’s words in an easy, graceful
exhibition of verbal fencing. At one point in the second act for example,
Millamant holds up to scorn, as though with a pair of silver tongs,
Mirabell’s phrase ‘beauty is the lover’s gift’.
Othello
Link words can have a devastating dramatic impact in certain contexts,
e.g. when Iago plants a vague suspicion about Cassio in Othello’s mind
(Act III, Scene 3):
IAGO:
OTHELLO:
IAGO:
OTHELLO:
IAGO:
OTHELLO:
IAGO:
OTHELLO:
IAGO:
OTHELLO:

I did not think he had been acquainted with her.
O yes, and went between us very oft.
Indeed!
Indeed? Ay, indeed. Discern’st thou aught in that?
Is he not honest?
Honest, my lord?
Honest! Ay, honest.
My lord, for aught I know.
What dost thou think?
Think, my lord?
Think, my lord! By heaven, he echoes me,
As if there were some monster in his thought
Too hideous to be shown . . .

Again, the emotional coloration of the words, the subtle tones and
inflections they invite from the actors, the dangerous undercurrents,
the action within the silences, illustrate the nature of true dramatic
dialogue. Iago’s words fall like drops of poison into a clear fluid,
precipitating deadly green flakes.
Misuse
The use of link-words and dialogue hooks can however be overdone.
E.g. the following illustration I have invented:
FIONA:

Typical! I should have listened to Mummy before we
married. She said you had an unedifying personality.
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I have an unedifying personality! She can talk. Evil old
toad.
Evil old toad! That’s disgusting. If Daddy heard you
say that, he’d . . . he’d horsewhip you.
Horsewhip me! When he can stand up - he’s always
blotto.
He’s always blotto! Look at you and your quarts of
pink gin.
Quarts of pink gin!

DERMOT:
FIONA:
DERMOT:
FIONA:
DERMOT:

(Enter

RODNEY PERIVALE)

RODNEY:
DERMOT:
FIONA:

I say, anyone for tennis?

} Tennis!!

Weaving dialogue
Long passages of dialogue should not have a mathematical progression,
any more than the plot should. Percival Wilde observes that the novice
has a dialogue pattern which goes A B C D E F G H. . . . The experienced writer of dialogue never exhausts a topic as he goes along. He
makes a point, leaves it, comes back to it later, leaves it again incomplete,
but returns again, each time etching it in deeper. So the progression
might be A B C A D B E A C F B G. . . . One comparison is music,
where a theme may be introduced, repeated, disappear for a time, and
then return at a climactic point with added force.
Challenge and response
Challenge and response in dialogue is eventually needed for movement.
In total agreement - e.g. ‘Quite right, Socrates’; ‘You’ve hit the nail on
the head there’; ‘You can say that again, Socrates’ (which he does) there is no movement. So, in the first three pages of King Lear there is
no movement because Goneril and Regan tell the King what he wants
to hear. But when Cordelia stubbornly answers: ‘Nothing.’, there is a
dreadful silence, the King’s anger begins to stir - and so does the play.
LEAR:
CORDELIA:
LEAR:
CORDELIA:
LEAR:

. . . what can you say to draw
A third more opulent than your sisters? Speak.
Nothing, my lord.
Nothing?
Nothing.
Nothing will come of nothing: speak again.
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The word ‘no’ is essential if dialogue is to create movement. It establishes contending forces. It constitutes an obstacle, which invites
retaliation.
The basic principles of action and suspense apply in any good passage
of dramatic dialogue.
Duologue dangers
Dialogue can fall too much into duologue. An endless succession of
duologues makes for monotony, a fault even the greatest dramatists
are not free from, especially in their early work. Ibsen generally
compensates for it by his immense underlying tensions. But it is well
for inexperienced playwrights to remember the complex dramatic
tensions which can be achieved with three, four or five main characters
on stage at once.
The third actor
The dramatic possibilities of three actors were first explored by
Sophocles. His master scene in this respect occurs in Oedipus Rex,
when Oedipus and his Queen Jocasta make opposite deductions from
what the Corinthian messenger says. So much is happening in the scene.
It has a terrible dramatic irony.
(JOCASTA present throughout.)
That story of pollution through your parents?
MESSENGER:
Ay, that, sir; that, my ever-present torment.
OEDIPUS:
MESSENGER:
All idle, sir; your fears are groundless, vain.
OEDIPUS:
How can that be, seeing I am their son?
MESSENGER:
No. Polybus is no kin of yours.
OEDIPUS:
MESSENGER:

No kin?
Polybus not my father?
No more than I . . .

The messenger’s words are causing Oedipus to pass from terror to
exalted confidence and hope, and Jocasta to pass from hope and confidence to terror, for she alone understands their true import. She knows
that if Oedipus was not the son of Polybus, it raises the dreadful spectre
that he was the son of King Laius, her former husband. The messenger
eagerly goes on to supply details of his birth which, to Oedipus, are
triumphantly reassuring, but which confirm Jocasta’s worst fears
beyond a shadow of a doubt. She listens most of the time in silent
horror, then screams at Oedipus to stop before it is too late, rushes out,
and hangs herself.
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Insane trio
In the central sequence of King Lear, there occurs an extraordinary
confluence of madness - real, feigned and ‘touched’. The interaction
of Lear, Edgar and the Fool has a harrowing dramatic force, and adds a
weird new dimension to the tragedy.
EDGAR:

FOOL:
LEAR:

Fraterretto calls me, and tells me Nero is an angler in the
lake of darkness. Pray, innocent, and beware the foul
fiend.
Prithee, nuncle, tell me whether a madman be a gentleman
or a yeoman.
A king, a king!

The spoken word
Dramatic dialogue is not tape-recorded speech, nor is it mere conversation. It must sound natural, but it should not be an exact reproduction
of talk. It is real speech, selected, shaped and edited for dramatic
purposes. It must convey the illusion of real speech.
Switch on a tape-recorder behind the bar in a pub and you get hours
of actual talk, but it is not talk which will be effective dramatically.
Rhys Adrian, the radio and television playwright, once wrote a hilarious
send-up of banal, repetitious pub conversation in a television play
called Thrills Galore. Indirectly, it was also a burlesque of bad plays
from the Slice of Life school.
Congreve believed that you could seat the two wittiest men on earth
at a table with a bottle of wine, and let them talk: but, as a scene in a
play, it would be ‘coldly received by the Town’.
Characterizing speech
How is dialogue made to characterize the speaker? The characters of
the old radio series like ITMA were instantly recognizable by their
catch-phrases - ‘Can I do you now, sir?’; ‘I don’t mind if I do’. But all
dramatists use them. Tesman’s fussy ‘Hedda, fancy that!’, or ‘Hedda,
did you hear that?’ Mrs Malaprop’s verbal inaccuracies in Sheridan’s
The Rivals; Bloom’s hesitating speech in Joyce’s Ulysses - ‘You see’,
‘as it happens’, ‘as a matter of fact’, ‘Ah yes, that’s quite true’ ; Marmeladov’s use of ‘Honoured sir’ in Crime and Punishment; the waiter in
You Never Can Tell (above).
Hamlet’s two-fold or three-fold iterations: ‘. . . heartily; Yes, faith,
heartily’; ‘Words, words, words’; ‘Very like, very like’; ‘Come, come,
deal justly with me: come, come; nay, speak’; ‘except my life, except
my life, except my life . . .’
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Iago’s incessant use of the first person singular:
‘I am glad of this: for now I shall have reason
To show the love and duty that I bear you
With franker spirit. Therefore, as I am bound,
Receive it from me. I speak not yet of proof . . .’
IAGO:
OTHELLO:
IAGO:

I see this hath a little dashed your spirits.
Not a jot, not a jot.
In faith, I fear it has.
I hope you will consider what is spoke
Comes from my love. But I do see you’re moved.
I am to pray you . . .

‘My lord, for aught I know . . .’; ‘I am sorry to hear this.’; ‘I protest I
have dealt most directly in thy affair.’; ‘I do love Cassio well . . .’
Who is this ‘I’? Only the image Iago wishes a person to see. There is no
‘I’, only a multiplicity of false identities.
Rosalind’s impetuous, imperative questions:
‘Alas the day, what shall I do with my doublet and hose? What did he
when thou sawest him? What said he? How looked he? Wherein went
he? What makes he here? Did he ask for me? Where remains he? How
parted he with thee, and when shalt thou see him again? Answer me in
one word.’ (Act III, Scene 2.)
Her trick of starting sentences with a negative or affirmative:
‘Nay, you were better speak first.’ ‘No, faith, die by attorney.’ ‘No, no,
Orlando . . .’ ‘Ay, and twenty such.’ ‘Yes, faith, will I’. ‘Ay, go your
ways.’ ‘Nay, you might . . .’ ‘Ay, but when?’
Her rapid inventories :
‘. . . your hose should be ungartered, your bonnet unbanded, your sleeve
unbuttoned, your shoe untied . . .’
‘’Tis not your inky brows, your black silk hair,
Your bugle eyeballs, nor your cheek of cream . . .’
Falstaff ’s oaths and exclamations. ‘By my troth’ (he has no truth).
‘By the Lord’ (he is godless). ‘I am a villain else’, ‘I am a rogue if . . .’
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‘I’ll be damned’ (he is right on all counts here). ‘A plague of all cowards
I say’ (himself included). But no one should be too hard on Falstaff.
Other patterns
Slang helps to fix a character’s age group or class: three different generations are defined by ‘ripping’, ‘super’ and ‘groovy’.
Dominant characters will usually talk in imperatives: ‘Do this’,
‘Don’t do that’, ‘Tell me’, ‘Nonsense, I insist’.
A stilted, artificial language is dramatically feasible only for characters who are themselves stilted, pompous or genteel.
Characters with grasshopper minds will fly off at a tangent in their
speech, jump from subject to subject, talk in non sequiturs.
Obsessions
A character’s obsessions are reflected in his most frequently used words.
The Marquis de Norpois, Proust’s career diplomat, is a success snob.
a meritocrat. From his lips fall phrases like ‘success of the right sort’, ‘a
very fine position indeed’, ‘a most authoritative source’, ‘success has
crowned his efforts’, ‘he has won himself considerable distinction.’
In Harold Pinter’s No Man’s Land, the lonely, friendless littérateur
Spooner habitually refers to the most casual acquaintance as ‘a friend’
of his. Briggs and Foster savagely send him up, calling him ‘Mr Friend’.
Dickens
Dickens is a fine model. His is a world of richly individualized people,
uniquely characterized by their speech. When Sam Weller or his father,
Mrs Gamp, or Mr Jingle open their mouths, it is they and only they
who could possibly be talking.
MR JINGLE:

SAM WELLER:

MRS GAMP:

This way - this way - capital fun - lots of beer hogsheads; rounds of beef - bullocks; mustard - cart
loads; glorious day - down with you - make yourself
at home - glad to see you - very.
Wot are you a roarin’ at? . . . Makin’ yourself so
precious hot that you looks like a aggrawated glassblower. Wot’s the matter?
I takes new bread, my dear, with jest a little pat of
fresh butter, and a mossel of cheese. In case there
should be such a thing as a cowcumber in the ’ouse,
will you be so kind as bring it, for I’m rather partial
to ’em, and they does a world of good in a sick room.
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Shaw cheerfully admitted he lifted some of his characters from Dickens.
Mimicry of speech patterns, ‘an ear’, is again something which is an
inborn talent. But the trick of ‘good, bad English’ - well-structured, but
ungrammatical; sentences without verbs; half-phrased thoughts, etc. can be learnt to some extent.
Living talk
Spoken dialogue should not be too ‘literary’. Elegant, finely-wrought
periodic sentences, or long, beautiful, static descriptions of nature suit
an essay or novel, but are fatal in drama. Unless the dialogue sounds
like real live talk, which the actor can speak without stumbling, it fails.
The highest flights of the human imagination are to be found in
dramatic poetry. But it is still vocal. It is written down for an actor to
deliver to an audience, not to be savoured only in the library. It is great
poetry, but it is also great music, great song. Shaw extolled Shakespeare’s
word music, and his own speeches can be splendidly operatic. Even
Shakespeare’s grave reflections on human life become a kind of
philosophy set to music.
Prose poetry
Very naturalistic dialogue in no way precludes poetry. Mistress
Quickly’s description of Falstaff ’s death : ‘. . .I knew there was but one
way; for his nose was as sharp as a pen, and ’a babbled of green fields. . .’
Mrs Tancred and Juno’s prayer for their dead sons in Juno and the
Paycock:‘. . . Sacred Heart o’ Jesus, take away our hearts o’ stone, and
give us hearts o’ flesh! Take away this murdherin’ hate, an’ give us
Thine own eternal love!’ Charley’s valediction over the grave of Willy
Loman, ending: ‘A salesman is got to dream, boy. It comes with the
territory.’
Idiom
Idiomatic speech or dialect is important in characterizing a speaker;
but it can be over-emphasized. Cockney speech where every sentence
has a ‘Gor blimey’ or ‘bleedin’’ or ‘strike me pink’ is self-defeating.
Apart from its absurdity and lack of truth-to-life, it is indigestible.
Real cockney speech can be a parody of itself, but it is the rhythm
and sentence structure, as well as the actual words, that count. A
skilled dramatist is very selective in the use of idiom or dialect.
In the case of cockney, for example, the speech of Mr Doolittle in
Pygmalion is worth studying; or, more up-to-date, the characters in
Pinter’s The Homecoming or The Caretaker; or Edward Bond’s Saved;
or Howard Brenton’s Weapons of Happiness.
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Speech tempo
There is much that can be achieved by the length and structure of
speeches. Different structures within speeches will affect the tempo.
An involved structure with long units, and emphasis on vowel sounds,
will slow down the pace and convey a solemn and deliberate manner of
speech.
OTHELLO:

Most potent, grave and reverend signiors,
My very noble and approved good masters,
That I have ta’en away this old man’s daughter,
It is most true . . . (Act I, Scene 3.)

A speech broken up into short sentences or small units will give an
impression of speed or urgency, e.g. Rosalind’s delivery, above. The
words tumble and cascade from her.
Speech tempo is an index of character. An instinctive ear for speech
is again essential in the writing. The tempo of a scene is governed by the
dramatic situation. Changes of tempo should not be artificially imposed
simply in order to achieve contrast or variety.
Dialogue surprise
Dialogue, brilliant comic dialogue in particular, can be rich in surprise.
Verbal acrobatics will keep an audience constantly on the hop. The
unexpected phrase, the startling mot juste, a bizarre play on words,
punctured clichés, sudden illogicalities, paradox, non sequiturs . . .
They require mental double-takes by the dozen. Oscar Wilde, Joe
Orton, Ionesco, Pinter and Stoppard are masters here.
Examples
LADY BRACKNELL:
CANON CHASUBLE

LADY BRACKNELL:
CANON CHASUBLE

EDWARD

. . . Is this Miss Prism a female of repellent
aspect, remotely connected with education?
(somewhat indignantly): She is the most
cultivated of ladies, and the very picture of
respectability.
It is obviously the same person. May I ask what
position she holds in your household?
(severely): I am a celibate, madam.
The Importance of Being Earnest

. . . (with a laugh): You must excuse my chatting away
like this. We have few visitors this time of the year. All
our friends summer abroad. I’m a home bird myself.
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Wouldn’t mind taking a trip to Asia Minor, mind you,
or to certain lower regions of the Congo, but Europe?
Out of the question. Much too noisy. I’m sure you agree.
Now look, what will you have to drink? A glass of ale?
Curaçao Fockink Orange? Ginger beer? Tia Maria? A
Wachenheimer Fuchsmantel Reisling Beeren Auslese?
Gin and it? . . .
Pinter: A Slight Ache
Such effects must always be in character and advance the action;
otherwise, they remain like unstrung gems, more suited to an anthology
or book of aphorisms than a play. Wilde’s brilliant epigrams in A
Woman of No Importance, for example, are often superfluous and
intrusive. In the above excerpts however, Edward is distinctly unnerved
by the silent presence of the old matchseller; and the unveiling of Miss
Prism’s past is the vital turning-point of the plot.
Concrete description
With obvious exceptions, e.g. Shavian dialectic, the concrete is preferable to the abstract in dramatic dialogue. The discussion of a relationship (particularly a love relationship) in abstract terms, can become
very tedious. It is more effective to illustrate it in concrete terms by a
striking anecdote or memory.
Hilde Wangel does not tell Solness she fell in love with him ten years
before. She describes in sharp detail the events of that day when he
climbed the church tower. Alison in Look Back in Anger remembers in
detail her first meeting with Jimmy Porter at a party.
Cassius argues fiercely (Act I, Scene 2) that Caesar is only a weak
mortal by telling two vivid anecdotes: how Cassius had to save him
from drowning in the Tiber after he boasted of his swimming prowess;
and how Caesar shook with his fever in Spain, and cried out like ‘a
sick girl’ .
Anecdotes will form dramatic narratives in themselves full of action
and suspense. Greek drama is rich in narrative set-pieces. Among
modern dramatists, Tennessee Williams is a master, e.g. Blanche’s
story of her young husband’s suicide in A Streetcar Named Desire; or
the description of the death of the sea-turtles in Suddenly Last Summer,
which prepares for the play’s climactic revelation.
These descriptions and narrative passages are often lengthy, however, and, like all big speeches, create traps for the unwary.
Long speeches
Long speeches are the glory of dramatic literature, but they are
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dangerous to try to emulate. The more splendid the rhetoric, the greater
the perils. Long speeches are unfortunately characteristic of inexperienced playwrights.
Big speeches in Greek Tragedy, Shakespeare or Racine have drama
within them and behind them. They are generally drawn out forcibly
by a situation highly charged with tension, where much depends on
what is being said. A man may be risking his life by speaking his mind
at such length and with such feeling.
News, which characters in the play have been starved of, can often be
imparted in lengthy despatches, as in The Persians of Aeschylus.
Exposition of a mysterious and horrifying event, long concealed,
can finally be delivered at great length with all the steps leading up to it,
because the audience is by now burning to know: as in Tennessee
Williams’s Suddenly Last Summer. The tension is heightened even
more by Catharine’s refusal to remember exactly how her cousin
Sebastian died. Her resistance has to be broken down by the truth drug
and the doctor’s relentless pressure.
Long pent-up emotion can be unleashed in a big speech, as in Henry
IV’s death-bed tirade against Prince Hal, when he thinks he has snatched
the crown prematurely.
All words essential
Long speeches in the hands of a master dramatist are never ‘mere talk’.
Certainly not in Shaw, where the opposition of strong ideas within a
suspense framework infuses them with drama. Every word of the
Inquisitor’s enormous speech in Saint Joan is essential. It wins what
many would think impossible - a sympathy for Joan’s prosecutors.
This is a dramatic necessity (see page 53).
Long speeches are rarely without breaks, however. There are normally small interruptions - a hearer will want something confirmed,
clarified or emphasized - to make the speech more easily digestible.
Self-confrontation
A long soliloquy or monologue in a play is still drama - generally the
drama of self-confrontation. In Hamlet’s case they show a man torn
apart. The ‘rogue and peasant slave’ soliloquy is a particularly fierce
internal dialogue.
It is the same with the long speeches in O’Neill’s The Emperor Jones.
There is only one character in Beckett’s Krapp’s Last Tape: but he
confronts his younger self through the tape-recorder.
The best advice for a new writer tempted to a long speech remains:
don’t. Experience is needed. Apart from anything else, ill-judged long
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speeches offend against economy.
Think after all what can be done with a minimum of words:
. . . that was in another country: and besides, the wench is dead.
. . . the unfolding star calls up the shepherd.
Oh God! put back Thy universe and give me yesterday!
. . . let determined things to destiny
Hold unbewailed their way.
. . . an ocean of salt tears could not melt the resolution of the statutes.
. . . Good-night, sweet prince,
And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest!

(Marlowe’s The Jew of Malta; Measure for Measure; Henry Arthur
Jones’ The Silver King; Antony and Cleopatra; The Crucible; Hamlet.)
Economy
Dramatic dialogue should observe that strict economy so important in
all areas of drama. However good a piece of dialogue may be - illuminating, entertaining, wise - if it clogs the action, it will damage the
play as a whole and should come out. Splendid scenes which might
appear irrelevant in successful plays will be found, on closer examination, to have an important role in the action - perhaps providing a
breathing space between two hectic periods of activity.
Jaques’ ‘All the world’s a stage’ in As You Like It neatly fills in the
time while Orlando goes to fetch Adam. Despite its apparent gratuitousness, the early part of the graveyard scene effects the slow reintroduction
of Hamlet after a long absence; it provides light relief; and its imagery
of death and the chimeras of glory and power enrich the meaning of the
play and foreshadow the tragic end. The suspense is as strong as ever.
Hamlet is walking back into danger. The King is still very much alive.
Unnecessary stages in a story should be cut out. So it is with dialogue.
If it is required that the main character travels from Edinburgh to
London on a train, and yet it is not in the least germane to the action
that he stops at every station on the way down, it will only irritate an
audience and make them restless if they see him do this. Similarly, if
all the irrelevant intermediate stages of a relationship are laboriously
detailed in the train of a play’s dialogue, the audience will become
restless. They will know the play is ‘not getting anywhere’.
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Woyzeck
Büchner’s Woyzeck is a model of dramatic concision, deserving careful
study. It charts completely the life journey to catastrophe of a simpleminded, socially oppressed soldier who murders his unfaithful mistress.
Its terse scenes deal only with essential dramatic points, The play says
more in its 25 or so pages than many surviving works five times its
length. As already emphasized, it has had a seminal influence on
twentieth century drama.
Leaping
At the other extreme of course, a play can reach its climactic points
much too fast, and leave an audience blinking - and unconvinced. So
there is an inevitable caveat to the virtue of economy. The development
and growth of an action can be destroyed by crass leaps and bounds.
In a few lines a man can pass from irritation to anger to murder. This
may be tolerable in a black farce but nowhere else.
An audience is just as fascinated by the growth of a passion by slow
gradations as it is by the depiction of that passion in full flood. If a
playwright reaches conclusions too abruptly he not only blasts away
plausibility, he misses many opportunities for suspense: he triggers
off his explosion much too early. See what Shakespeare achieved by
delaying Hamlet’s revenge for four acts.
Additional later examples:

David Hare’s play Plenty again exemplifies concision of writing and
well-pointed, cinematic scenes. The play covers two decades in the life
of its troubled heroine; a life finally of disappointment and anti-climax,
which also reflects the post 1945 decline of Britain as a world power.
At the beginning and in its final scene the play returns to the war years,
the high point of the heroine’s life, when she was a secret agent in
occupied France. The celebrated last line, spoken by her on the
morning of Liberation, ‘There will be days and days and days like this’,
has a compelling irony, because the audience knows what is to come.
A good example of gradual development in television drama is Dennis
Potter’s The Singing Detective. The work, which could be likened more
to a television novel, is of considerable length, but its dialogue and
images hold the attention throughout. This is because it concentrates
together several complex and veiled quests, moving on different time
levels. It takes many hours for its stricken protagonist, a writer of pulp
detective fiction, to complete his journey of self-discovery, and to arrive
at some kind of peace: it is indeed largely a psychological detective
story, and the audience willingly co-operates with it.
Alan Bennett’s television monologues Talking Heads usually contain
dramatic irony. The characters are often self-deceivers. The audience
perceives a very different story from the one which the character is
relating. A fond mother cannot see that her son, an embezzler, is cheating her out of her inheritance . . . A small-time actress with intellectual
pretensions cannot see that she is being exploited by a hard-porn film
director . . . The off-screen characters are also very well conjured up.
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11 Words
and silence
_________________________

Anyone who goes to a play listens to words. Words carefully selected,
arranged and repeated, which create images, associative thoughts and
emotions; words by which the playwright skilfully guides his audience
from one state of mind or feeling to the next, wherever, in fact, he
determines their collective emotion will be.
Imagery
The realm of imagery and word-association is too extensive to consider
in detail. In a great play its subliminal impact on the collective emotion
of an audience is immeasurable. For example, in King Lear: the
repetition of the word and idea of ‘nothing’; the images of pain, and of
sight and blindness running through the whole play. The bestiary,
particularly the words of Poor Tom (e.g. ‘hog in sloth, fox in stealth,
wolf in greediness, dog in madness, lion in prey’) conveying with deadly
insistence the idea of man in his cruelty and barbarism reeling back into
the beast.
The images of darkness, night and blood in Macbeth; the repetition
of the words ‘day’, ‘night’, ‘yesterday’, ‘tomorrow’ and of course ‘time’
in Waiting for Godot; the immense stature of Antony and Cleopatra is
imagined as part of ‘the wide arch of the ranged Empire’ they dominate:
‘I will piece Her opulent Throne with Kingdoms’; ‘His legs bestrid the
Ocean; his reared arm Crested the world . . .’
It has rightly been said that the verbal imagery of a great play can
create a kind of meta-language behind the logical language of plotting
and characterization. Again, the message for new authors is: stay clear.
Acres of pretentious writing will otherwise result.
The unspoken
Dramatic dialogue is not however confined to the spoken word. What
is not said is just as important as what is, often more so. The loaded
pause, the action going on within the silence, has considerable dramatic
force.
Many dramatic dialogues come down to a struggle for dominance,
in which silence can be used as a sword or a shield. A pause in a dialogue
89
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by Harold Pinter can be full of emotional violence. But although Pinter
is a brilliant exponent of it, he did not invent the highly-charged pause.
It has always been part of the tension of dramatic dialogue, and it can
have many resonances.
Skilful writing and acting will enable an audience practically to see
thoughts, especially on television. They become almost tangible. You
can watch, say, a complete mental revolution; a growing towards, a
falling away; someone going far away in space or time, and then
returning - and all between the lines. Once again this constitutes
Action.
Edith Sitwell has a fine perception about the pauses which occur
during the frenzied whispers between Macbeth and his Lady immediately after the murder of Duncan. E.g. when Macbeth looks at his hands:
‘The four beats falling upon the silence before he speaks (“This is a
sorry sight”) seem like the sound of blood dropping, slowly, from those
hands.’ And another, just before Macbeth demands who lies in the
second chamber, when his whole inward state changes at the realization
he is now a murderer, she calls: ‘a gap in time, like the immense gap
between the Ice Age and the Stone Age, when, as Science tells us, the
previously existing inhabitants of the earth were almost wholly destroyed
and a different class of inhabitants created.’
Radio drama
Silence is particularly effective in radio drama. Much of the panic
impact of Orson Welles’s sensational War of the Worlds production,
which led tens of thousands of Americans to believe that New York
had been destroyed by invading Martians, stemmed from this. The
sudden cut-outs, sounds tailing away, the lone voice on the airwaves
trying to make contact with the city: ‘Isn’t there anyone on the air. . . ?
Isn’t there. . . anyone?. . . anyone?’ The answer which comes back is
Nothing. It is far worse than a scream of terror.
Ingmar Bergman’s film The Seventh Seal was originally written by
him as a radio play in which Death, which is personified in the film as
a man we see and hear, was represented by total silence. By all accounts
its impact was more frighteningly effective on radio than in the film.
In what is arguably the finest radio play ever written - Beckett’s All
That Fall - the pauses have a searing impact. What actually happened
in that train compartment? The blind old Mr Rooney, so prone to
irrational fits of rage, enters the danger zone. ‘My mind? Are you sure?
(Pause. Incredulous.) My mind? . . . (Pause)’. And within the pauses,
the listener eerily detects filaments of insanity drifting among his
thoughts.
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The sub-text
Chekhov’s characters often don’t talk at all about the things which
most concern them. In the famous short scene at the end of The Cherry
Orchard, Lopakhin and Varya are left alone together in order that he
can propose to her. He fails to. They talk about anything but that packing, going away, the coldness of the weather - and heartbreak
occurs beneath the surface of this apparently trivial talk. Coward used
much the same method in the first act of Private Lives, where there is a
dichotomy between what characters say and what they want. The brittle
chat between Elyot and Amanda (‘Very big, China’) is amusing, but at
the same time they are desperately trying to keep their true feelings,
which are threatening to become overwhelming, in check.
Woody Allen cleverly combined words and thoughts in one scene in
his film Annie Hall. He and Diane Keaton chat uneasily while sub-titles,
telling us their real thoughts about each other, are flashed on the screen.
In Peter Nichols’ Passion Play the characters’ alter egos come on stage
with them and speak their thoughts.
Langrishe, Go Down
In Harold Pinter’s screenplay of Aidan Higgins’s novel Langrishe, Go
Down, which was directed as a BBC Television film by David Jones, the
following scene takes place on a stair landing between two sisters,
Imogen and Helen. Helen has just stolen Imogen’s love letters.
(HELEN is ascending the stairs. IMOGEN comes into shot on the landing.)
Oh Helen . . .

IMOGEN:

(HELEN stops)
HELEN:
IMOGEN:
HELEN:

Yes? What is it?
Could I have a word with you?
Surely.

(HELEN walks up towards her.)
Two shot. Landing.
What is it?

HELEN:

(Pause)
IMOGEN:

I was just wondering . . . why you . . . I mean . . . if
you . . .
(Pause)

HELEN:

If I what?
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IMOGEN:
HELEN:

IMOGEN:

HELEN:

IMOGEN:

(Pause)
Well, I just wondered . . .
You wondered what?
(Pause)
Have you been in my room?
(Pause)
For what purpose?
(Pause)
Well, it’s of no importance, really. It’s really of little
importance.
(Pause)
So.

(IMOGEN turns out of shot.

HELEN

turns, in opposite direction.)

Imogen confronts Helen and attempts to challenge her. Helen dares
her to continue. Imogen is intimidated and fails to go through with it.
It is what is not said that charges the scene with dramatic tension. (In
the film Judi Dench played Imogen; Annette Crosbie, with icy
composure, played Helen.)
Here the pauses of the author were gauged with a fine precision. It
should be mentioned however that they can be exaggerated, held longer
than necessary, given an unwarranted ‘significance’. Harold Pinter
himself is well aware of this. When he was directing his own play The
Hothouse for BBC Television, he gave a talk to the cast. Referring to
one particular speech, he instructed the actor to ‘shorten the spaces
between the sentences: I don’t want this to become a Pinter-pausey
play.’
Hemingway
Among novelists, Hemingway was a master of tip-of-the-iceberg
dialogue. Not only did it all happen beneath what was actually spoken,
but the memory of a Hemingway novel or story can include vivid
scenes which, on return to the text, cannot be found. They were fed
into the reader’s imagination by implication only. Ben Hecht, working
as a screenwriter on A Farewell to Arms, said: ‘That S.O.B. writes in
WATER!’
Rosmersholm
What really happens, below the surface, in Rosmersholm is awesome.
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The dense, oblique colloquies batten down over the tremendous
pressure of moral murder, incest and searing guilt. The actual words
that are uttered are prised with extreme difficulty from the tensions of
the situation.
The schoolmaster Kroll, whose sister Beata has been driven to
suicide by Rebecca West, relentlessly interrogates her about her
paternity.
KROLL:

REBECCA
KROLL:
REBECCA:
KROLL:
REBECCA:
KROLL:

REBECCA

KROLL

REBECCA:
KROLL:
REBECCA
KROLL:

. . . my calculation may be correct all the same. Because
Dr West paid your district a brief visit the year before he
became employed there.
(cries): That’s a lie!
Is it?
Yes. My mother never mentioned that.
Didn’t she ?
No. Never. Nor Dr West. Not a word.
Might that not have been because they both had reason
to forget a year? Just as you have done, Miss West.
Perhaps it’s a family trait.
(walks around, twisting and untwisting her hands): It
isn’t possible. It’s only something you’re trying to make
me imagine. It can’t be true. It can’t! Not possibly -!
(gets up): But my dear - why in heaven’s name are you
taking it so to heart? You quite frighten me. What am I
to imagine -?
Nothing. You are to imagine nothing.
Then you really must explain to me why this fact - this
possibility, if you like - so alarms you?
(composes herself): It’s quite simple, Dr Kroll. I just
don’t want people to think of me as illegitimate.
I see. Well, let’s settle for that explanation - for the
moment.

The true explanation is hidden beneath the suggestion that Dr West
was Rebecca’s real as well as adoptive father. The shocking recognition
of her probable incest - which she almost betrays - would compound
her guilt intolerably and impel her towards self-destruction. This
powerful motive operates as a deep unspoken force in the drama.
Note the question-and-answer method here, and in the previous
example from Oedipus Rex. Kroll and Oedipus strive to get at the truth
in these scenes and meet resistance. Detective story techniques can
apply to the greatest classics as well as the most ephemeral Shaftesbury
Avenue or Broadway thriller.
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Fatal imitations
Tyro playwrights should steer clear of the sub-text. If they grapple
with it, they are likely to achieve a surface banality, and no underlying
action. This happens with so many first plays which are derivative of
the work of Harold Pinter, for example. Their authors fail to discern
the real action within the dialogue they try to imitate.
In general, Pinter, Beckett and Chekhov should be approached warily
by playwrights during their apprenticeship. They would do better to
concentrate on Barrie, Maugham, Rattigan, and Ibsen plays such as
An Enemy of the People, Hedda Gabler and The Wild Duck.
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The
scenario
_________________

An aspiring young playwright consulted Ibsen about a play he was
thinking of writing. ‘Where is your scenario?’, Ibsen asked. When the
young man derided the idea of scenarios, Ibsen showed him the door.
He always wrote detailed scenarios himself, and some are preserved, as
are the first drafts of his plays in From Ibsen’s Workshop, edited by
Archer.
A scenario lays bare the skeleton of the whole play. The curve of the
action is there, all the main elements of suspense, preparation and
complication, goals, obstacles, climax and resolution.
A good dramatic scenario is often lengthy. It must be distinguished
from a mere outline or synopsis.
It is sometimes argued, as the young man probably did to Ibsen, that
play writing is unplanned - the Muse strikes, and the play flows effortlessly on to the page. More understandably, but still wrongly, it is said
that the scenario is a strait-jacket, that it is too rigid a framework, it
does not allow for new ideas, characters taking on a life of their own.
Flexibility and proportion
But a good scenario does allow for this. It is not inflexible: it is loosejointed, it leaves avenues open. Even if the writing of dialogue has
begun, and new ideas then press in with a force that cannot be ignored,
this still does not constitute an argument against the scenario. In this
event, it is better to dismantle the whole play, and write a new scenario
incorporating the new ideas. In the long run it will save time.
If the playwright uses scenarios imaginatively, the whole framework
of the play, properly shaped and proportioned, will be there before he
gets down to the detail of the dialogue.
It requires patience to write scenarios, and restraint. The impulse to
rush into dialogue is often very hard to resist. But what is the use of that
colourful scene, that smart new character incident, if it fatally impedes
the action, or throws the entire play off balance? Proportioning the play,
seeing it whole: this is the value of the scenario. Without it, time can be
wasted, enthusiasm drain away and discouragement set in.
95
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False resolutions
A familiar result of unplanned play writing is, with a three-act play,
a couple of good acts and a dud last act. The author often cannot
understand why the third act will not ‘come right’. But it is the basic
concept of the play as a whole which is at fault, and his only hope is to
dismantle it altogether. This means two acts have been wasted, and
painfully so, because they did come to life, and have now to be abandoned. A common cause is that the resolution does not grow naturally
out of the action. It has to be grafted on, and so betrays the play’s
shaky foundations.
With a good scenario beside him the playwright has a guide and early
warning system. It will tell him, for example, what has to be signposted,
when and how; what has to be held back, and the right moment for its
entry; and it will enable him to keep the play’s crisis and resolution
constantly in mind, and so give a unity and shape to the whole.
The major crisis of a play is like a great waterfall or vortex, whose
powerful undertow draws all towards it at a faster and faster rate. We
are conscious of it as we watch the play. The playwright should be even
more conscious of it as he writes it. A scenario will keep his destination
constantly in mind.
Example: A Doll’s House

The most detailed scenario left by Ibsen was for A Doll’s House. Here
is the conclusion of the second act (Krogstad’s letter to Nora’s husband
will shatter their marriage):
. . . Scene between Krogstad and Nora - She entreats and implores him for the
sake of her little children; in vain. Krogstad goes out. The letter is seen to fall
from outside into the (locked) letter-box. - Mrs Linde re-enters after a short
pause. Scene between her and Nora. Half confession. Mrs Linde goes out. Nora alone. - Stenborg (Ibsen’s original name for Nora’s husband) enters.
Scene between him and Nora. He wants to empty the letter-box. Entreaties,
jests, half playful persuasion. He promises to let business wait till after New
Year’s Day; but at 12 o’clock midnight - ! Exit. Nora alone. Nora (looking at
the clock): It is five o’clock. Five: - seven hours till midnight. Twenty-four
hours till the next midnight. Twenty-four and seven - thirty-one. Thirty-one
hours to live. -

Note how the scenario charts the build-up of suspense.
The first draft of the play, which Ibsen wrote from the scenario,
changed considerably in the revision and rewriting - so much so that
the first draft became a kind of super-scenario. Many of the elements
that make A Doll’s House so truthful and penetrating developed in this
later rewriting. The play’s most famous line ‘Millions of women have
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done so’ was added as an after-thought.
Every writer must find his own way of working. But Ibsen’s method
is a formidable one. Would-be playwrights disregard it at their peril.
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13 _______________
Vision and
performance I
___________________
However glorious its language, a play is written to be seen and heard.
The great nineteenth-century English poets attempted to write plays,
and failed because they thought that language alone was enough. They
ignored actors, audience and visual effects altogether, let alone the
techniques for holding the audience’s attention. (Shakespeare, a working man of the theatre, knew better.)
As a critic, Coleridge saw that ‘the power of poetry is, by a single
word perhaps, to instil that energy into the mind which compels the
imagination to produce the picture.’ His statement is very appropriate
for the bare Elizabethan stage, and also for a medium he never knew.
In radio drama, a few carefully selected words can bring a whole
landscape into the mind of the listener, as surely as the sketch-pad of a
great Impressionist painter brings it before his eyes.
Theatre images
But an audience thinks with its eyes too. Spectacle is a very important
element in theatre, reaching its apotheosis probably in the music
dramas of Wagner. Visual metaphors are very potent. Beckett’s for
example: two tramps standing by a tree on an empty country road
(Waiting for Godot); a woman sinking slowly into a mound of earth
under a fierce sun (Happy Days); a mouth babbling away in a small
spotlight surrounded by stage blackness (Not I ).
Hamlet looking at Yorick’s skull, Willy Loman with his cases of
samples, Mother Courage pulling her wagon, Joan with her sword and
armour, Prospero and his staff . . . Long stage tradition has created
these images which can have as much impact as the spoken word.
Although the text must always come first, great plays are emphatically
not meant for the study: they are meant for the stage.
Poetry on film
There is a poetry of cinema and television. Cocteau’s Orphée or Bergman’s Wild Strawberries, with their haunting dream imagery, cannot
be discussed in any other terms.
Cocteau has several superb images in Orphée: the black motor-cycle
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outriders of death, a perfect contemporary parallel for angels of death;
the mirror which turns to water as Orpheus passes through it - another
image of death; and his walk through the ruined zone of winds which
vividly realizes his journey to the underworld.
Wild Strawberries starts with a nightmare in which the eminent old
physician, who is the central character of the film, approaches a coffin
which has fallen from a hearse in a blazing white street in horrible
circumstances, and broken open. A hand reaches out, grabs his arm,
and pulls him in towards the coffin. He sees that the man inside the
coffin is - himself. The sequence underscores the film’s theme that
throughout his life he has destroyed his own capacity for human
feeling.
2001
In Stanley Kubrick’s film 2001: A Space Odyssey, great imagery is used
to convey the irony of progress when a primitive ape-man discovers
his first tool - a bone - at the dawn of history. Finding he can also use it
as a weapon to kill animals and fellow creatures, he throws it triumphantly into the air in slow motion. As it begins slowly to fall, the bone
changes, by a brilliant split-second associative cut, into a space satellite,
probably carrying nuclear weapons, orbiting the earth at the end of the
twentieth century.
Both the dark, brooding silhouette of the Malvern Hills and the
bright, sunlit sweep of the Malverns, in their different ways, dominated
David Rudkin’s BBC television play Penda’s Fen, directed by Alan
Clarke, and Ken Russell’s film on Elgar. In the one, the hills were
satanic and bloodstained, in the other they were Elysian. But the
image set the whole tone and atmosphere for both works.
Strindberg
Strindberg’s dream plays, with their fluidity, rapid transitions and
expressionistic imagery, anticipated the sophisticated techniques of
cinema and television. They require brilliant direction to succeed in
the theatre. This happened with Bergman’s 1970 production of A Dream
Play. Its startling images included the macabre degree ceremony;
the coal carriers propping up civilized society; and the blind man on
the shore with a child beside him waving farewell to a ship, her
handkerchief drawing an invisible line through the air.
No words
A story can be told without words. In the silent film, a succession of
images is enough: even the captions which are flashed on the screen
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can become an intrusion after a time. The story of Hamlet or Macbeth
could be made comprehensible to an audience if it were mimed.
Many sequences in theatre, cinema and television work perfectly
well without words. The audience can safely be left to draw the right
conclusions. They make the narrative connections themselves. They
can see, for example, thoughts forming, plots being laid, temptation
aroused, hopes dashed, without the aid of dialogue. ‘The vital scenes
of a drama,’ said Moss Hart, ‘are played as much by the audience as by
the actors on stage.’
Screenwriting
The art of the screenwriter, as distinct from the playwright, is to write
the pictures as well as the dialogue. In this, his skills embrace those of the
novelist. The Mankiewicz and Welles screenplay for Citizen Kane starts
with the camera moving through the great gardens of Kane’s castle of
Xanadu. His exotic domain is captured with phrases such as ‘Angkor
Wat, the night the last King died’ . . . ‘An ironic reference to Indian
temple bells.’
Eisenstein, the great Russian director, virtually admitted he used
Paradise Lost as a shooting script for his film Alexander Nevsky. He
interpreted one of Milton’s phrases - ‘nearer view’ - as an instruction
to move from long shot to medium shot.
In close
Film and television have a grammar of their own which can tell a story
with high precision and economy. Cutting away to reaction shots of
other people can offer an eloquent comment on what a character has
said. The rhythm and pace of a film can be controlled by quick cutting
or shots held for a long time. The use of close-ups means that an actor
needs to project far less on film or television. The camera shows minute
changes of facial expression which tell all. The performances of Alec
Guinness and Ian Richardson as spy-catcher and ‘mole’ in BBC Television’s serial of John le Carré’s Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy were remarkable instances of this; as was that of Jeremy Irons in Granada TV’s
shining production of Waugh’s Brideshead Revisited. Or Michael
Bryant as Mathieu in Sartre’s The Roads to Freedom, directed for the
BBC by James Cellan Jones: still the finest classic serial ever shown on
British television.
This again proves that the screenwriter or television dramatist needs
fewer words. A flicker of an eyelid can make three or four explanatory
lines redundant.
Additional later example:
Alan Clarke’s BBC Television film Elephant, produced by Danny Boyle,
exemplifies the deadly power of a wordless, near silent film. The 40 minute film
simply and accurately depicts a series of random, cold-blooded, unexplained
murders in Belfast during the Northern Ireland troubles. It has a harsh suspense:
although you know another shooting is imminent, you are not quite sure where it is
coming from, who will be the killer, who the victim. Also there is a harsh tension:
the audience wills the killings to stop, yet they go on.
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Montage
‘Montage’ in cinema is the assembly of a succession of images which,
by juxtaposition and rapid cutting, creates a chain of associative ideas.
Without words, it can advance the action, and enrich the texture of the
film.
The Passenger
The cinema audience can be made to feel fear without actually being
told to feel it. Hitchcock said: ‘The menace should be transferred from
the screen into the minds of the audience.’ Consider Antonioni’s
famous seven-minute wordless shot at the end of The Passenger.
Locke, played by Jack Nicholson, who has swapped identities with a
mysterious gun-runner, lies in a hotel room behind the camera which
is at a window looking out on a square in Algeciras. His girl friend, who
has just been talking with him, waits tensely in the square, because he
has asked to be left alone. But she knows he is probably in some kind of
danger. There is silence, stillness. Cars arrive. An African we know to
be a government agent gets out of one and walks to the hotel. Behind
the camera is heard the sound of a door opening, then a muffled report:
it could be a traffic noise, a falling object, or a shot from a pistol.
Stillness again. Locke’s anxious wife arrives in a police car. The camera
is now moving slowly out into the square; it turns through 180 degrees,
then closes in on the window from the outside as the urgent group makes
for the hotel. Finally we see Locke dead, facing the wall, the two women
and the police with him. He probably has been assassinated, though
he could have died of a heart attack like the man whose place he took.
Words and image
If a point can be made successfully without words, therefore, it achieves
more economy and concentration. Paradoxically, this does not reduce
the importance of words but heightens it. It makes every word vital.
It is a major portion of the screenwriter’s or television dramatist’s skill
to match those vital words to the image. It is also central to the art of
directing in any visual medium.
The co-author
The actor has been called the co-author of the play. It is a statement that
would probably have appalled Wordsworth or Shelley, but every
working dramatist knows its truth.
A play’s text, said Baker, is a kind of shorthand for the actor to flesh
out. It comes as a surprise to the inexperienced writer to read what is
actually written down on the page, which created such a devastating
effect when he saw it. It will often strike him as commonplace, grey
Additional note:
The study of film videos is an excellent aid to the understanding of
screenwriting and directing. You can rewind, look at the scene again, freeze
frame, even play the scene in slow motion.
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writing. A passage which had the whole audience rocking with laughter,
or on the edge of their seats with suspense, can look as flat as the musical
score of a symphony compared with its actual performance.
Play reading
Good dialogue can sometimes appear unintelligible on the page to
any but an experienced play reader. It is necessary to read between the
lines and beneath the words, to understand tones of voice, and to visualize what is happening for its logic and sense to become clear.
A trained play reader often finds all but the greatest novels an irritation: they tell so much more than is necessary for anyone who responds
quickly to what is happening in a passage of spare dramatic dialogue.
Kenneth Tynan reportedly said that novels were just ‘padded stage
directions’.
Brought to life
Most dramatic situations can be fully appreciated only when we see
them acted out, whether it is a girl watching a man she is in love with
exchange a meaningful look with another woman; or a man crassly
letting slip a vital secret which only one other person in the group spots;
or a father suspiciously watching his daughter growing too friendly
with a young man he regards as an unsuitable match; or two assassins
seeing a man talking to their potential victim and, as they think,
warning him of their enterprise.
Reactions are seldom disclosed by the text. It is Hamlet and the King
we watch during The Murder of Gonzago, not the Players. We mainly
watch Célimène, not Arsinoé, during Arsinoé’s catty speech to her
about her shortcomings in The Misanthrope. We watch Konstantin
even more than Nina, when she tells of her passionate love for
Trigorin in the last act of The Seagull, because it is a mortal blow to
him. Indeed, without containing a single ‘poetic’ phrase, a Chekhov
play as a whole can constitute a poem when performed in a theatre.
Vocal range
When all the visual impact the actor is capable of making - facial
expression, gesture, bodily movement - is combined with the full range
of his vocal effects, the truth about joint authorship becomes apparent.
The words can ring out, as Shaw said, ‘like a thousand trumpets’, or
they can be uttered with infinitely subtle shades of meaning.
An understanding of nuance is vital in dramatic writing. An audience
can often be told all that it needs to know by the intonation and inflecAdditional later comment:
Diana Rigg’s recent powerful performances as Medea and Phèdre are
outstanding examples of the combined force of voice, movement, and
compelling stillness on stage. She was also the actress I had in mind (above)
when she earlier played Célimène.
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tion of the voice. A simple phrase like: ‘Get away’ can be varied by the
speaker to convey totally different things. A ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ or ‘Indeed’
can have many implications and resonances depending on how it is
said. Edith Evans did wonders with Lady Bracknell’s two words: ‘A
handbag?’ It is no accident that many dramatists have been actors
themselves.
Great actors
Brecht records that, when he was working with Charles Laughton on
the 1947 production of Galileo, he was struck by Laughton’s cavalier
attitude to dramatic masterpieces. He regarded them as so many
‘scripts’ designed to go off in performance like gunpowder. Brecht’s
view of Laughton was admiring as well as rueful. The role of co-author
is a formidable one. Great actors do seize classic plays as vehicles for
themselves. If this is reprehensible, the audiences who flock to see them
do not appear unduly worried. A play moreover is often written with
a particular actor or actress in mind.
Four examples
(1) The Map of Africa
This passage of dialogue occurs at the end of Chekhov’s Uncle Vanya:
You’re not going off without any tea?
I don’t want any, Nanny.
A little vodka then?
(hesitantly) : Well, perhaps -

MARINA:
ASTROV:
MARINA:
ASTROV

(MARINA goes out.)
ASTROV

VOYNITSKY:
ASTROV:

VOYNITSKY:
MARINA

(After a pause): My trace horse has gone a bit lame.
I noticed it yesterday when Petrushka was taking him
to water.
You’ll have to get him reshod.
I’d better call in at the blacksmith’s in
Rozhdestvennoye. There’s nothing else for it. (Goes
up to the map of Africa and looks at it ). Down there
in Africa the heat must be quite something. Terrific!
Very probably.
(returning with a glass of vodka and a piece of bread on
a tray): Here you are.

(ASTROV drinks the vodka.)
MARINA:

Your health, my dear. (Bows low). Why not have a
little bread with it?
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ASTROV:

No, it’ll do as it is. All the best to you then. (To
Don’t bother to see me to the door, Nanny,
there’s no need. (He goes out. SONYA goes after him
with a candle to see him off.)
MARINA).

On the page, its dramatic values are in no way apparent. But in
performance, set in its context, it is electric. Voynitsky (Vanya) has
just humiliated himself again. He has stolen a bottle of morphia from
Dr Astrov’s case with the intention of committing suicide, and has
been pressured by Astrov and Sonya into giving it back. Sonya is in love
with Astrov. It is unrequited, and Astrov has been asked to spare her
feelings by not calling at the house again. He has just told her he will
not be back for some time. The carriage is waiting and he wants to get
away but, a seasoned drinker, he is tempted by the offer of vodka from
the old nurse Marina, who knows nothing of the circumstances. Vanya,
in despair, has to sit there doing his accounts, wishing Astrov would
just get out of the place. Sonya wants Astrov to linger, but she too is
badly hurt, and knows she has little prospect of seeing him again.
(Anna Calder-Marshall in a Royal Court production sat at the table
in these minutes, her hand shielding her eyes, but acutely aware of his
presence.) They are in Vanya’s study which, like his character, is full
of odd furnishings. On the wall is a map of Africa. In the tension
following Marina’s exit to fetch the vodka, it forces Astrov to make a
banal remark. It enables Vanya to make a dry reply. (Africa is also a
far-away place - and far away is where Astrov would very much like
to be at this moment, even farther than the blacksmith’s at the place
with the long name.) It is both a tragic and a comic scene, full of feeling,
charged with cross-rhythms and tensions, which, properIy played, will
hold an audience spellbound. Yet on the page it is flat and uninteresting.
(2) The Barometer on the Piano
In the last act of Coward’s Hay Fever, the following exchange takes
place:
MYRA:
RICHARD:
MYRA:

Where’s the barometer?
On the piano.
What a queer place for it to be!

Properly pointed and timed, this innocuous passage will bring the
house down with laughter. Why? It is Sunday morning. All the guests
are eager to sneak out of the Bliss household and get away from this
ghastly weekend. Richard has just come gingerly downstairs, seen the
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rain, and tapped the barometer. It has fallen off the wall and broken.
Very embarrassed, but not wanting to waste time, he has put it on the
piano, perhaps hoping it will not be noticed. Myra, another guest,
enters, and in her blasé way comments on the absence of the barometer.
Richard chokes over his breakfast and says where it is. Fleshed out by
fine comic acting, the sequence is extremely funny in the theatre. Yet
it signifies little on the page.
(3) Wingate
In BBC Television’s Wingate Trilogy by Don Shaw, this passage occurs
in the script, after Orde Wingate has reinstated the Emperor of Ethiopia
on his throne:
HAILE SELASSIE:
WINGATE:
HAILE SELASSIE:

I would like to name a town or a place after you.
What place do you prefer?
I would prefer nothing if it’s to be associated with
cruelty.
Colonel Wingate, what cruelty?

On screen, Wingate, played by Barry Foster, is seen forcing back his
anger after the Emperor’s first statement. After delivering his cryptically
insolent answer, he turns on his heel and walks away down the long hall
of the palace. He almost reaches the door when the Emperor stops
him with the words: ‘Colonel Wingate.’ Wingate turns. Another loaded
pause. The Emperor’s question. Wingate then elaborates on his grievance - Haile Selassie is shooting collaborators, etc. Moments charged
with tension in performance. On the page, a spare blue-print.

c

(4) Nicholas Nickleby
In the Royal Shakespeare Company’s production of Nicholas Nickleby,
Kate Nickleby’s mother is taken to the opera by some unsavoury
gentry led by Sir Mulberry Hawk. Kate is also there in an adjoining
box with her party. She greets her mother with astonishment, but is
shocked to find her with the louts who have been making her life a
misery. They all change places, Sir Mulberry contriving to get by Kate.
He has ingratiated himself with Mrs Nickleby for this purpose. But
they must continue to pay attention to the mother, who turns a blind
eye to Kate’s discomfiture. The result is an entertaining gavotte, or
game of musical chairs, to the accompaniment of the opera which
takes place above them on a raised platform. Not a word of dialogue is
needed in the scene. The actions tell everything, and involve suspense,
surprise, irony and comic embarrassment.
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PLAYS IN REHEARSAL: THE ROLE OF THE DIRECTOR

Watching many plays in performance, including audience reaction,
combined whenever possible with a study of the text, is very much part
of a playwright’s training.
Watching plays in rehearsal, particularly his own, is an even more
valuable initiation for him. He will rapidly discover whether something he has written will work. If not, he and the artists can try out
alternatives that will. Useful rewriting can be done during rehearsals
or out-of-town previews.
The secret play
A director working with actors in a rehearsal room will dig into the text
to discover its meaning. This can be difficult and requires patience. In
a good play there is so much going on at many levels. It is the job of the
director and his artists to find it. More than one noted director talks
of the ‘secret play’ which can be discovered only during rehearsals.
Partnership
A good director will not dictate unless it is absolutely necessary- which
probably means a bad piece of casting. He will not give inflections, but
will talk about motivations and make certain everyone, including
himself, knows what is happening in the scene. If he lays down the law
too early he loses a great deal, because, by leaving it open to the actors,
they can surprise him with a totally different way of doing it, more
effective than any instruction he may have given. It is essentially a
partnership with the cast, though finally the director will have to act
as umpire. If he generates the right atmosphere - humour helps a great
deal - his authority is unlikely to be questioned.
Experimentation
A director and actors will experiment, trying a scene first one way, then
another. The same scene can indeed be played in very different ways.
It has been known for Osric to get the better of Hamlet, and do it
convincingly. Peter Brook’s great production of King Lear brought
106
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home to audiences that Goneril and Regan had a valid case against
their father, deserving of sympathy. As a Henry V who had yet to
attain full manhood, Alan Howard successfully delivered ‘Once more
unto the breach, dear friends’ as though he were not entirely confident
it was the best course of action.
There are no definitive interpretations, though it is certainly true
that one performance can overshadow others for a generation:
Gielgud’s Hamlet, Olivier’s Richard III. Gielgud’s powerful performance as Cassius in the film of Julius Caesar gave a striking new view
of the play. Here indeed was the driver of the action.
Choice of words
Directing is a subtle process of suggestion, needing a careful choice of
words. The right adjective, the right adverb. . . The kind of things that
might be heard during rehearsals are ‘She says that to duck the emotional climate’. ‘Irony’. ‘Very grand - she’s already trying on the Lady
Mayoress’s chain’. ‘That throws him’. ‘She’s beginning to have second
thoughts here’. ‘His mind’s on what’s just happened in the previous
scene’. ‘Defeated’. ‘Mocking’. ‘She’s heard it all before’. ‘Contempt’.
‘If he sounds off there, it leaves him nowhere to go’. ‘Think less about
the How, more about the What’. ‘Enjoy that line more’.
When the distraught Konstantin lays the dead seagull at Nina’s
feet in Chekhov’s The Seagull, she says ‘What does that signify?’
If the director is playing up the comedy he might say to the actress:
‘Her tone is “You’ll be giving me your ear next”.’
A director illuminates the text in the same way as a novelist. Tolstoy
writes a line for Anna Karenina, and then comments on it:‘ “That only
shows you have no heart” she said. But her eyes said that she knew he
had a heart, and that was why she was afraid of him.’ See this translated
into dramatic terms. The playwright writes Anna’s line, the director
comments that it is completely at variance with what she really thinks
and feels, then leaves it to the actress to realize it. He may correct her
later if she signals it insufficiently or too strongly.
Director and actors might also talk about the history of the characters,
or validly construct one from hints dropped by the playwright.
Spontaneity
The director aims for freshness and spontaneity. The cast knows the
whole play, and each actor knows what line is coming up, but they
wouldn’t in life. The play should be performed as though the events
are happening for the very first time.
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Movement
The director and cast will need to choreograph the play’s action. This
will not be confined to practical problems such as centralizing the most
important character or the focal point of the action, highlighting a
significant entrance, or getting people off the stage unobtrusively.
The play’s vital energy often finds expression in physical movement.
But it must spring naturally from the situation and be in character. Yes
he is shy, he would go and look at the bookcase. No, that move is false:
stand still. Yes, she is seething with anger at that point: it would be in
character for her to pace about the stage.
The Maltese Falcon
When Humphrey Bogart as Sam Spade casually mentions to Mary
Astor he has seen Joel Cairo, she tries to cover her agitation by rising
from her seat and poking the fire. He is amused by the movement.
‘You’re good. You’re very good’, he comments ironically. They are both
acting very much in character.
Knowing the problems that are likely to occur, the playwright can
anticipate them. Visualizing the performance as he writes, he can devise
movements, and build them into the dialogue and the emotional action.
Shaw used chess pieces to work out the movements of his characters.
The Shrew
Shakespeare, who hardly ever gives specific stage directions, directs
movement through the dialogue alone by rhythm, pace and facts.
‘Why does the world report that Kate doth limp?’ Petruchio taunts
Katharine in The Taming of the Shrew; ‘O, let me see thee walk’.
Kate has to move to make sense of the dialogue. But Shakespeare leaves
it to the artists to work out the details. Note the movement implicit in
the passage from Antony and Cleopatra quoted on page 71.
Stillness
Movement and stillness, if truthful, are equalIy dramatic. Tennessee
Williams gains much dramatic mileage from Brick’s restricted movement in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, where he is forced to hobble about on a
crutch. Sheridan Whiteside’s immobility in The Man Who Came to
Dinner is the basic situation of the play. Brian Clark in his play Who’s
Life Is It Anyway? built his dramatic situation on the central character’s
paralysis from the neck down. An apt film example is the immobilised
and voyeuristic protagonist of Hitchcock’s Rear Window.
Pre-direction
It is no bad thing for the author himself as he writes his play to be
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directing it in his own mind, seeing it all the time from the viewpoint of
the stalls. In the case of the cinema, many of the best screenplays are in
a sense pre-directed. The script however should not be packed with
elaborately binding stage or camera directions by the author.
The greatest dramatists can often, by the way they write the line,
direct the actor how to deliver it, complete even with gesture and facial
expression, e.g. Cleopatra’s ‘Now I see, I see, In Fulvia’s death, how
mine received shall be.’; or Antony’s ‘Grates me! The sum.’ when told
of the news from Rome; or the example from Othello on page 77.
Granville Barker
Essentially the director should be a catalyst, bringing the author’s text
to life in splendid performances. Some of the best ‘notes’ on record are
Granville Barker’s to John Gielgud when he played King Lear at the
Old Vic in 1940. For example, he locates the precise moment at which
Lear goes mad:
I believe that Poor Tom’s appearance from the hovel marks it . . . The Fool’s
scream of terror and the wild figure suddenly appearing would be enough to
send him over the border-line.
. . . Lear remains on knees at end of prayer, head buried in hands. At the sound
of Edgar’s “Fathom and half . . .” Lear lifts his head. Face seen through his
outspread fingers (suggestion of madman looking through bars).
The Fool screams and runs on. This gets Lear to his feet. He turns towards the
hovel, watching intently for what will emerge.
Edgar’s entrance and speech. Lear immensely struck by it, cf. Hamlet-Ghost . . .
As he turns to speak, we see that he is now quite off his head.
Dead silence before you say (in a voice you have not used before) “Didst thou
give all to thy daughters?”.
I believe this may be right. Worth trying anyhow.

Brilliant perceptions combined with practical suggestions. The
director has done his work well. He now leaves it to the artist to create
the magic on stage.
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SHAKESPEARE’S TORCH-BEARERS

My accounts of six supreme dramatic moments.
Brook’s Dream
Peter Brook used the devices of the Chinese circus in his famous
production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. At one remarkable point
Oberon and Puck descended on their trapezes. The ‘little western
flower’ had been transformed into a silver plate which Puck spun on
a metal wand with a high-pitched humming sound, and then passed to
Oberon who caught it spinning on his wand. As the trapezes levelled
out, the humming stopped and Alan Howard as Oberon spoke the
lines: ‘I know a bank whereon the wild thyme blows . . .’
The visual impact of the dazzling white set, the rich mauve and yellow
costumes, the graceful descent of the trapezes, the skill, timing and
suspense - would the plate fall? - the haunting sound, then, in the
sudden silence, Howard’s voice, soft and low yet with an edge of steel,
speaking the superb poetry, created a true moment of magic in the
theatre.
Judi Dench as Hermione
Trevor Nunn’s production of The Winter’s Tale for the Royal Shakespeare Company forcibly elucidated King Leontes’ sudden access of
jealousy, when he sees his Queen talking vivaciously with his best friend
Polixenes (Act I, Scene 2). By alternating normal stage lighting with
eerie blue strobe lighting, and including mimed erotic sequences to
represent the King’s delusions, the production showed how harmless
social behaviour could be misinterpreted by a jealous mind.
Central to this achievement was the performance of Judi Dench as
Queen Hermione. Of all the subtle changes she effected during the
scene, probably the most striking was when she had to say ‘He something seems unsettled’ about Leontes, who had begun to show signs
of instability. In the blue light she endowed the line with a sinister
rhythm, a cruel taunting lilt, extending the last syllable of ‘unsettled’,
as though the Queen really were cuckolding her husband and mocking
him for it. We instantly saw her through Leontes’ jealous eyes. Suddenly
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the blue light cut out, normality returned with the warm light of the
court, and she came forward to her husband with Polixenes, genuinely
concerned over the fact that he was upset about something and wanting
to know what it was: ‘Are you moved, my lord?’ The alternations
applied throughout the scene, by the end of which the audience totally
understood Leontes’ state of mind. (Dench also played Perdita in this
production.)
Judi Dench as Beatrice
Judi Dench again showed her mastery of the sudden change which can
quell or reinstate a mood at will in John Barton’s production for the
RSC of Much Ado About Nothing.
Does Beatrice’s ‘merry war’ of words with Benedick conceal a real
wound? She talks mischievously and laughingly about him to Don
Pedro (Act II, Scene 1). Carrying the audience with her on this happy
sparkling note, Judi Dench’s smiling face suddenly darkened, and she
froze the theatre into silence with the line ‘Once before he won it (i.e.
my heart) of me with false dice’. We glimpsed a whole history. She and
Benedick had an affair before which ended unhappily: he had hurt her
badly. This was only for an instant. Dench returned just as suddenly to
laughter, and the audience relaxed. But for a moment the comic mask
had slipped, and we saw possible tragedy beneath.
Olivier as Shylock
In Jonathan Miller’s production of The Merchant of Venice for the
National Theatre, the trial scene was over. Shylock, played by Laurence
Olivier, had left the stage, a ruined, humiliated and dying man.
Suddenly the audience was startled by a sound off stage. Instinctively
they knew the sound was human, though it hit the ears at first like a
pane of glass breaking, or tin plates clattering down stone steps. It was
in fact Shylock sobbing: retching up his grief in hacking jerks and
spasms, as a consumptive coughs up blood. The sobbing declined into a
low moaning, a keening, thinner and thinner until it died away.
It cast a horrific chill over the theatre. The dialogue winding up the
scene was barely registered. Olivier’s dreadful cry of agony darkened
the entire last act. And justly: no one should enjoy Belmont after that.
At the play’s end, Shylock’s daughter Jessica was left by herself on
stage. The Jewish prayer for the dead was heard. She was alone in an
alien Christian world.
Olivier’s Richard III
Richard of Gloucester is proclaimed King by the citizens of London in
a farce engineered by his cronies, the Duke of Buckingham, Catesby
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and others. A charade is played out in which Richard pretends he does
not want the crown, and finally accepts it with seeming great reluctance.
He is in a gallery, wrapped in a hypocritical cloak of piety, and flanked
by two priests. When the ritual is complete, he knows the throne is his.
In the film, which paralleled his stage performance, Laurence
Olivier, as Richard, watched the crowd disperse, then pushed the
priests away, swung down the bell rope to the ground - and waited.
The audience now witnessed a sudden transformation from the
charade to the brutal realities of power. Buckingham and other henchmen ran towards him eagerly. Richard shot out his arm and pointed
to the ground. He was now King: they his subjects. Compelled by the
force of his will, they knelt at his feet in homage and Buckingham
kissed his hand. Richard was dressed in black; his face, lifted skywards,
had a ghastly pallor, and his eyes were bleak and remote; his crooked
body weirdly disjointed, he trailed the robber barons like mastiffs
on a leash. His tyranny was already a fact. Overhead the bell tolled the
death-knell of England’s freedom, and the inauguration of a reign of
terror.
It was an unforgettable image. There are no stage directions for it
in Richard III. Shakespeare knew what he was doing, though. He
created all the conditions for just such a magnificent stroke by a great
actor. It was totally in character for Richard to act thus, and the way is
thoroughly paved for it in the text.
Olivier’s Othello
Laurence Olivier as Othello was a purple firestorm, and the National
Theatre audience reeled under its scorching heat. The climax to the
temptation scene was probably its greatest moment. As Hazlitt said of
Edmund Kean, Olivier ‘filled every part of the stage’. He delivered the
speech about the Pontic sea directly outwards, his eyes and hands
tracking with mesmeric power its remorseless, compulsive course to the
Hellespont.
Even so my bloody thoughts with violent pace
Shall ne’er look back, ne’er ebb to humble love,
Till that a capable and wide revenge
Swallow them up. Now, by yond marble heaven,
In the due reverence of a sacred vow
I here engage my words.

In this moment, the words were crushed, melted down and extended.
‘Ne’er’ became ‘ne-eee-er’. ‘Marble’ became a barbaric howl, almost a
line on its own: ‘ma . . aaa . . arble’. Most searing was Othello’s in-
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ability now to get his tongue round the word ‘love’. He stammered
‘l-l-l-’ for an agonizing yawning gap of time, till he completed the word,
then roared on to the end, his voice a lethal jet of flame shooting through
the auditorium. He was writhing, possessed, terrible in his murderous
resolution, as he ripped his crucifix off his neck and dashed it to the
ground. Crouched at last like a panther, the Moor bowed again to his
former gods of bloody revenge and human sacrifice.
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Conclusion
_______________

DOCTOR JOHNSON ON KING LEAR

Many of the foregoing opinions are personal, so let the final word on
dramatic construction rest with the modern world’s most formidable
critic on what is arguably the world’s greatest play:
‘The tragedy of Lear is deservedly celebrated among the dramas of
Shakespeare. There is perhaps no play which keeps the attention so
strongly fixed; which so agitates our passions and interests our
curiosity. The artful involutions of distinct interests, the striking
opposition of contrary characters, the sudden changes of fortune,
and the quick succession of events, fill the mind with a perpetual
tumult of indignation, pity, and hope. There is no scene which
does not contribute to the aggravation of the distress or the conduct
of the action, and scarce a line which does not conduce to the
progress of the scene. So powerful is the current of the poet’s
imagination, that the mind, which once ventures within it, is hurried
irresistibly along.’
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Index
of titles
__________________

Plays
Aeschylus, The Persians 86
Albee, Edward, Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 32, 63, 66, 72
Arden, John, Serjeant Musgrave’s Dance 50
Ayckbourn, Alan, The Norman Conquests 14
Balderston, John L., Berkeley Square 72
Barker, H. Granville, The Voysey Inheritance 14, 16, 27, 53, 61
Waste 20, 73
Barrie, J. M., Dear Brutus 36
Beckett, Samuel, All That Fall 10, 90
Happy Days 98
Krapp’s Last Tape 86
Not I 98
Waiting for Godot 31, 89, 98
Besier, Rudolf, The Barretts of Wimpole Street 40, 62, 72
Bond, Edward, Restoration 44
Saved 83
Boucicault, Dion, London Assurance 60
Brecht, The Life of Galileo 16, 103
Mother Courage 21, 54
Brenton, Howard,Weapons of Happiness 83
Büchner, Georg, Danton’s Death 18-l9
Woyzeck 10, 11, 88
Chekhov, The Cherry Orchard 38, 91
The Seagull 38, 58, 102, 107
Three Sisters 57, 59, 66
Uncle Vanya 103-104
Christie, Agatha Ten Little Indians 49
Clark, Brian, Who’s Life Is It Anyway? 108
Congreve, The Way of the World 22, 72, 77
Coward, Blithe Spirit 10
Hay Fever 10, 104
Private Lives 10, 68, 72, 91
Galsworthy, The
The Silver Box 51
Genet, The Maids 41
119
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Gray, Simon, The Rear Column 46
Hamilton, Patrick, Rope 25
Hecht and MacArthur, The Front Page 26, 53
Ibsen, A Doll’s House 96
An Enemy of the People 19, 54, 94
Hedda Gabler 36-37, 43, 57, 61, 66, 69, 71, 80, 94
The League of Youth 64
The Master Builder 67
Rosmersholm 38, 61, 67, 92-93
The Wild Duck 23, 27, 30, 58, 94
Ionesco, Victims of Duty 41, 42
Jones, Henry Arthur (and Henry Herman), The Silver King 87
Jerome K. Jerome, The Passing of the Third Floor Back 40
Kaufman and Hart, The Man Who Came to Dinner 24-25, 69, 108
Knott, Frederick, Dial M for Murder 42
Levin, Ira, Deathtrap 42
Marlowe, The Jew of Malta 87
Maugham, Home and Beauty 48
Miller, Arthur, The Crucible 19, 21, 37, 52, 67, 87
Death of a Salesman 20, 26, 38, 83
Molière, Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme 22
The Misanthrope 35, 59, 69, 72, 102
Tartuffe 68
Nichols, Peter, The National Health 49
Passion Play 91
O’Casey, Sean, Juno and the Paycock 46, 83
O’Neill, Eugene, The Emperor Jones 86
Long Day’s Journey into Night 62, 64-65, 69
Mourning Becomes Electra 74-75
Osborne, John, The Hotel in Amsterdam 70
Look Back in Anger 54, 66, 70, 85
Time Present 70
Pinter, Harold, The Caretaker 27, 33, 44, 47, 83
The Collection 28
The Homecoming 10, 32, 83
The Hothouse 92
No Man’s Land 82
Old Times 28
A Slight Ache 85
Pirandello, Henry IV 41
Rattigan, The Winslow Boy 47
Shakespeare, Antony and Cleopatra 46, 71, 87, 89, 108, 109
As You Like It 22, 45, 81, 84, 87
Coriolanus 13, 14, 15-16, 20, 54, 71
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Hamlet 9, 14, 26, 31, 42, 43, 46, 47, 56, 58-59, 67, 70, 80, 87, 88,
98, l00, 102, 106,107
Henry IV Part 1, 33, 39, 62, 63, 81, Part 2, 63, 81, 86
Henry V 83, 107
Julius Caesar 14, 15, 19, 38, 71, 72, 85, 107
King Lear 14, 17, 19, 48, 56, 59, 66, 68, 78, 80, 89, 106, 109, 114
Macbeth 14, 19, 38, 46, 47, 48, 61, 71, 72, 89, 90, 100
Measure for Measure 87
The Merchant of Venice 19, 21, 69, 111
A Midsummer Night’s Dream 47, 110
Much Ado About Nothing 24, 72, 111
Othello 13, 33, 39, 43, 56, 58, 59, 66, 69-70, 71, 77, 81, 84, 109,
112-113
Richard III 61, 66, 111-112
Romeo and Juliet 72
The Taming of the Shrew 108
Twelfth Night 27, 69
The Winter’s Tale 110-111
Shaw, Bernard, Arms and the Man 44, 51
The Devil’s Disciple 14, 69
Major Barbara 53-54
Man and Superman 72
Pygmalion 26, 49, 83
Saint Joan 53, 86
You Never Can Tell 14, 21-22, 61, 62, 64, 75-76, 80
Sheridan, The Critic 118
The Rivals 80
The School for Scandal 19, 24
Sherriff, R. C., Journey’s End 10
Simon, Neil, The Odd Couple 63
Sophocles, Antigone 45-46
Oedipus Rex 37, 42, 48, 65, 68, 79, 93
Stoppard, Tom, After Magritte 26
The Real Inspector Hound 34
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are Dead 31, 67
Strindberg, A Dream Play 99
Wilde, Oscar, The Importance of Being Earnest 33, 84
Lady Windermere’s Fan 19, 50
A Woman of No Importance 85
Williams, Tennessee, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof 108
A Streetcar Named Desire 20, 63, 85
Suddenly Last Summer 85, 86
Sweet Bird of Youth 35-36, 63
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Radio and television
Adrian, Rhys, Thrills Galore 80
Beckett, Samuel, All That Fall 10, 90
Bergman, Ingmar, The Seventh Seal (radio version) 90
Mercer, David, The Parachute 25
Pinter, Harold, Langrishe, Go Down 91-92
Rudkin, David, Penda’s Fen 99
Russell, Ken, Elgar 99
Sartre, The Roads to Freedom 100
Shaw, Don, Wingate Trilogy 105
Waugh, Evelyn, Brideshead Revisited 100
Welles, Orson, The War of the Worlds 90
Films
Alexander Nevsky 100
Annie Hall 91
Casablanca 53
Charade 28
Citizen Kane 51-52, 100
The Fiends 42
The French Connection 49
High Noon 25
Jaws 29
The Maltese Falcon 49, 108
M. Hulot's Holiday 14
Monkey Business 57
North by Northwest 51
Odd Man Out 53
Orphée 98, 99
The Owl and the Pussycat 72
The Passenger 101
Psycho 41
Rear Window 108
The Seventh Seal 90
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs 57
2001: A Space Odyssey 99
The Third Man 53
A Touch of Class 72
True Grit 39
Wages of Fear 29-30
Wild Strawberries 99
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Novels and short stories
Bunyan, The Pilgrim’s Progress 57
Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit 82
Nicholas Nickleby 105
The Pickwick Papers 13, 82
Dostoevsky, Crime and Punishment 26, 80
Ferguson, John, The Man in the Dark 27
Forsyth, Frederick, The Day of the Jackal 28
Hemingway, A Farewell to Arms 92
Higgins, Aidan, Langrishe, Go Down 91
Hilton, James, Random Harvest 72
Joyce, Ulysses 80
Kafka, The Castle 31
The Great Wall of China 30
Metamorphosis 32
Le Carré, John, Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy 100
The Spy Who Came in from the Cold 42
Proust, A La Recherche du Temps Perdu 82
Sartre, The Roads to Freedom 100
Tolstoy, Anna Karenina 107
Waugh, Evelyn, Brideshead Revisited 100
Wells, H. G., The War of the Worlds 90
Additional titles
Bennett, Alan, Talking Heads 88
Clarke, Alan, Elephant 100
Hare, David, Plenty 88
Mamet, David, Glengarry Glen Ross 26
Pinter, Harold, Party Time 28
Potter, Dennis, The Singing Detective 88
Stoppard, Tom, Arcadia 50
The Invention of Love 60
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